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!The! successful! introduction! of! hard! ceramic! coatings! considerably! increased! the!performance! of! cutting! tools.! However,! limitations! of! these! hard! coatings,! such! as!brittleness! and! high! internal! stresses,! have! led! to! the! need! to! improve! tool! coatings.!The!aim!of!this!thesis!was!to!investigate!coatings!that!could!be!used!as!a!component!in!“functionally! graded! coatings”! in! which! the! coating! grades! smoothly! from! tool! steel!substrate!to!a!hard!top!layer!thereby!overcoming!the!property!mismatch!between!the!two! materials.! ! The! development! of! functionally! graded! coatings! may! lead! to! the!development! of! thicker! coatings! that! can! be! better! integrated! into! the! tool! design,!leading!to!an!overall!increase!in!tool!performance.!!A! variety! of! thin! film!materials! suitable! for! use! in! functionally! graded! coatings!were!energetically!deposited!using! a! filtered! cathodic! arc!deposition! system.!The! first! thin!film! material! explored! was! vapour! deposited! high! speed! steel! with! the! aim! of!producing!metallic!thin!films!which!may!form!a!suitable!grading!layer!from!bulk!high!speed! steel! tools! to! other! coatings.! This! work! was! then! extended! to! the! reactive!deposition! of! high! speed! steel.! A! range! of! microstructures! were! obtained! under!different!deposition!conditions!including!fine!columnar!grain!growth!at!low!deposition!energy,!coarser!grains!at!high! temperature!and!a!dominant!amorphous!phase!at!high!deposition! energy.! The! films! with! the! columnar! grain! microstructure! exhibited! the!highest! hardness! values,! however! the! amorphous! structure!may! also! be! useful! as! an!interlayer!material!in!functionally!graded!coatings.!!The! ductile! phase! toughening! of! TiN! was! also! explored.! TiNXNi! thin! films! were!characterised!to!determine!structureXproperty!relationships!using!a!combination!of!inXdepth! microstructural! characterisation! using! transmission! electron! microscopy! and!mechanical!property!analysis!using!nanoindentation.!It!was!found!that!films!deposited!at! low! energy! had! a! fine!microstructure! comprised! of! small! crystallites! of! TiN! and! a!disordered!Ni!phase.!When!the!deposition!energy!or!temperature!of!the!substrate!was!increased,! the! Ni! phase! formed! crystals!with! the! size! increasing!with! an! increase! in!deposition!energy!or!temperature.!A!decrease!in! internal!stress,!decrease!in!hardness!and!increase!in!ductility!was!observed!for!films!with!larger!Ni!crystals.!These!films!may!
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Figure!1.1:! Representations!of! different! types!of! coatings!where! grey! represents! the!tool! steel! substrate,! yellow! represents! hard! ceramic! coating! material! and! blue!represents!ductile!metallic!layers.!(a)!ceramic!monolayer!coating,!(b)!ceramic!!coating!with!metallic!binding!layer,!(c)!multilayer!coating,!(d)!laminate!thin!film!coating!and!(e)!ductile!phase!toughened!nanocomposite!coating.!!!
Figure!1.2:!Schematic!of!a!functionally!graded!coating!showing!substrate!in!grey!with!more!ductile! layers!adjacent! to! the!substrate! shown! in!blue!and!gradually!grading! to!harder!layers!shown!in!yellow.! !!











Figure!2.6:!Diagram!outlining!the!thin!film!cross!sectional!sample!preparation!before!imaging!in!the!TEM!showing!(a)!construction!of!thin!film!“sandwich”!and!mirror!finish!polishing!of!first!side,!(b)!the!first!polished!side!adhered!to!a!polished!Si!flat,!(c)!sample!polished!down!until!<1μm! thick!and! (d)! cross! sectional! sample!glued! to! copper!TEM!grid!before!ion!beam!thinning.! !!
Figure! 2.7:! Simplified! diagram! of! the! TEM! operating! in! imaging! mode! (green! ray!diagram)!and!diffraction!mode!(red!ray!diagram).! !!
Figure!2.8:!An!example!of!an!EELS!spectrum!for!a!TiNXNi!coating!showing!the!zero!loss!peak,!plasmon!peaks!and!innerXshell!ionisation!edges.! !!
Figure!2.9:!The!threeXwindow!technique!for!subtracting!the!background!in!EFTEM.! !!









Figure! 3.3:! AES! depth! profiles! obtained! from! the! films! deposited! at! (a)! floating!potential,!(b)!X100!V!and!(c)!X500!V.! !!
Figure!3.4:! XRD!diffractograms! from! (a)! the!HSS! cathode! and! films! deposited! at! (b)!floating!potential,!(c)!X100!V!and!(d)!X500!V.!The!main!peaks!have!been!indexed!to!(1)!αXFe,! (2)! M23C6,! (3)! M6C,! (4)! V4C3.! The! intense! peak! observed! in! (a),! (b)! and! (c)! at!approximately!70!2θ!is!due!to!the!silicon!substrate.! !!
Figure!3.5:!Bright! field! crossXsectional!TEM! images!of! the!HSS! films!deposited!at! (a)!floating! potential,! (b)! X200! V! and! (c)! X500! V.! The! insets! show! diffraction! patterns! of!each!image!that!have!been!rotated!to!the!correct!orientation!with!respect!to!each!image!and!indexed!to!BCC!Fe.!The!inner!spots!in!the!diffraction!pattern!in!(a)!are!from!the!Si!substrate.! !!
Figure! 3.6:! Diffraction! patterns! from! plan! view! TEM! specimens! of! the! HSS! films!deposited! at! (a)! floating! potential! and! (b)! X500! V.! The! first! three! rings! in! (a)! were!indexed! to! BCC! Fe.! The! faint! ring! within! the! 110! ring! in! (a)! is! diffraction! from! the!residual! silicon! wafer! substrate! that! was! not! completely! removed! during! specimen!preparation.! !!
Figure!3.7:!HighXresolution!TEM!images!of!(a)!the!amorphous!material!found!near!the!silicon! substrate! and! (b)! the! crystalline! material! near! the! surface! of! the! thin! film!deposited! at! X500! V! bias! (observed! in! Figure! 3.5(c)).! The! insets! show! FFTs! of! each!image.!!!








Figure! 4.1:! XPS! depth! profiles! of! the! films! deposited! at! (a)! floating! potentialXroom!temperature! in! Ar! only! and! the! films! prepared! in! N2! at! (b)! floating! potentialXroom!temperature,!(c)X200!V!biasXroom!temperature,!(d)!X500!V!biasXroom!temperature!and!(e)!floating!potentialX250!°C!and!(f)!floating!potentialX500!°C.! !!
Figure! 4.2:! XRD! diffractograms! of! the! films! deposited! at! (a)! floating! potentialXroom!temperature! in! Ar! only! and! the! films! prepared! in! N2! at! (b)! floating! potentialXroom!temperature,!(c)!X200!V!biasXroom!temperature,!(d)!X500!V!biasXroom!temperature,!(e)!floating!potentialX250!°C!and!(f)!floating!potentialX500!°C.!The!intense!peak!at!2θ~70°!is!due!to!the!silicon!substrate.! !
!
Figure! 4.3:! Bright! field! TEM! images! of! the! films! deposited! at! (a)! floating! potentialXroom!temperature!in!Ar!only!and!the!films!prepared!in!N2!at!(b)!floating!potentialXroom!temperature,!(c)!X200!V!biasXroom!temperature,!(d)!X500!V!biasXroom!temperature,!(e)!floating!potentialX250!°C!and!(f)!floating!potentialX500!°C.! !!
Figure!4.4:!Dark!field!TEM!images!with!inset!diffraction!patterns!of!the!films!deposited!at!(a)!floating!potentialXroom!temperature!in!Ar!only!and!the!films!prepared!in!N2!at!(b)!floating! potentialXroom! temperature,! (c)! X200! V! biasXroom! temperature,! (d)! X500! V!biasXroom!temperature,!(e)! floating!potentialX250!°C!and!(f)! floating!potentialX500!°C.!The!diffraction!patterns! are! indexed! to!TiN! and!Ni!where!1={111}!TiN,! 2={200}!TiN,!3={220}!TiN,!a={111}!Ni!and!b={200}!Ni.!The!arrow!indicates!where!the!aperture!was!placed!for!the!dark!field!images!and!is!in!line!with!the!direction!of!film!growth.! !!
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Figure!4.5:!Pseudo!colour!EFTEM!element!maps!of!the!films!deposited!at!(a)! floating!potentialXroom! temperature! in! Ar! only! and! the! films! prepared! in! N2! at! (b)! floating!potentialXroom!temperature,! (c)! X200!V!biasXroom!temperature,! (d)! X500!V!biasXroom!temperature,!(e)!floating!potentialX250!°C!and!(f)!floating!potentialX500!°C.!Titanium!is!blue,! nitrogen! is! red,! nickel! is! green! and! the! overlap! of! titanium! and! nitrogen! is!displayed!as!pink.! !!
Figure! 4.6:! SEM! images! of! the! films! deposited! at! (a)! floating! potentialXroom!temperature! in! Ar! only! and! the! films! prepared! in! N2! at! (b)! floating! potentialXroom!temperature,!(c)!X200!V!biasXroom!temperature,!(d)!X500!V!biasXroom!temperature,!(e)!floating!potentialX250!°C!and!(f)!floating!potentialX500!°C.! !!
Figure! 4.7:! AFM! images! of! the! films! deposited! at! (a)! floating! potentialXroom!temperature! in! Ar! only! and! the! films! prepared! in! N2! at! (b)! floating! potentialXroom!temperature,!(c)!X200!V!biasXroom!temperature,!(d)!X500!V!biasXroom!temperature,!(e)!floating!potentialX250!°C!and!(f)!floating!potentialX500!°C.! !!
Figure!4.8:! LoadXunload!curves! for! the! films!deposited!at! (a)! floating!potentialXroom!temperature! in! Ar! only,! the! films! prepared! in! N2! at! (b)! floating! potentialXroom!temperature,! (c)! X500!V!biasXroom! temperature,! (d)! floating!potentialX500! °C!and! (e)!the!TiN!film.! !
!
Chapter!5!!
Figure!5.1:! Photograph! of! the! coldXsprayed! disc! on! the! copper! base! after! attempted!running!in!the!FCVA.!!Cathode!diameter=68mm.!!
Figure! 5.2:! Diagram! showing! the! two! cathode! designs! used! (to! scale,! cathode!diameter=68mm).! (a)! is! the! design! used! for! the! TiXNi(CS)! cathode! and! the! SSXTi(CS)!cathode! and! (b)! is! the! design! used! for! the!HSSXTi(CS)! cathode.!Note! that! the! shaded!area!indicates!the!coldXsprayed!material!in!each!case.! !!
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Figure! 5.10:! Cross! sectional! TEM! image! of! the! HSSXTi! thin! film! deposited! with! the!double!bend! filter!electrically!grounded.!A!diffraction!pattern!of! this! film! is! shown! in!the!inset.! !
!
Figure!5.11:!(a)!EDS!map!and!(b)!corresponding!TEM!image!of!the!film!deposited!from!the!HSSXTi!cathode!with!the!double!bend!filter!electrically!grounded.!Iron!is!shown!in!red,!titanium!is!shown!in!blue!and!the!overlap!of!iron!and!titanium!displays!as!pink.! !!
Figure!5.12:! XPS!depth!profile!of! the! thin! film!deposited!with! the!double!bend! filter!electrically!floating.! !!
!!
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Figure! 5.13:! AFM! images! of! the! films! deposited! with! the! double! bend! filter! (a)!electrically!grounded!and!(b)!electrically!floating.! !!
Figure!5.14:!Graph!of!deposition!rate!vs.!substrate!bias!for!the!HSSXTiN!thin!films.! !
!
Figure! 5.15:! XPS! depth! profiles! of! the! HSSXTiN! thin! films! deposited! at! (a)! floating!potentialXroom! temperature,! (b)! X200! VXroom! temperature,! (c)! X500! VXroom!temperature,!(d)!floating!potentialX250!°C!and!(e)!floating!potentialX500!°C.! !!
Figure!5.16:!AFM!images!of!the!HSSXTiN!thin!films!deposited!at!(a)!floating!potentialXroom!temperature,! (b)! X100!VXroom!temperature,! (c)! X200!VXroom!temperature,! (d)! X300!VXroom!temperature,!(e)!X400!VXroom!temperature,!(f)!X500!VXroom!temperature,!(g)!floating!potentialX250!°C!and!(h)!floating!potentialX500!°C.! !!
Figure! 5.17:! XRD! diffractograms! for! films! deposited! at! room! temperature! at! (a)!floating!potential,!(b)!X100!V,!(c)!X200!V,!(d)!X300!V,!(e)!X500!V!and!deposited!at!(f)!500!°C.! The! low! intensity! peaks! observed! between! 45! and! 60°! are! attributed! to! various!metal!oxides.! !!





Figure!5.21:! EFTEM!elemental!maps!of! the! films!deposited!at! (a)! room! temperature!and!floating!potential!and!(b)!room!temperature!and!X500!V.!Ti!is!shown!in!green,!N!in!red,!and!Fe!in!blue.! !!
Figure!5.22:! Graph!of! (a)! stress,! (b)! hardness! and! (c)! ductility! index! of! the!HSSXTiN!thin!films!as!a!function!of!applied!substrate!bias.! !!
Figure!5.23:! Graph!of! (a)! stress,! (b)! hardness! and! (c)! ductility! index! of! the!HSSXTiN!thin!films!as!a!function!of!substrate!temperature.!!!
Figure!5.24:!LoadXunload!curves! for! the! film!deposited!at!(a)! floating!potentialXroom!temperature!in!Ar!only!and!the!HSSXTiN!films!deposited!at!(b)!floating!potentialXroom!temperature,!(c)!X200!V!bias,!(d)!X500!V!and!(e)!the!TiN!film.! !!



















Table! 5.1:! Table! of! conditions! used! to! cold! spray! the! powder! component! of! each!cathode.!!
Table!5.2:!Summary!of!the!thin!films!using!the!stainless!steelXtitanium!cathode!along!with!film!thickness,!deposition!rate,!surface!roughness,!stress!and!hardness.!!
Table!5.3:!Nominal!elemental!composition!of!films!produced!from!stainless!steel/cold!sprayed!titanium!cathode,!with!and!without!nitrogen!gas.!!
Table!5.4:!Table!outlining!the!conditions!for!films!produced!in!the!initial!study!along!with! average! total! film! thickness,! deposition! rate,! surface! roughness,! stress! and!hardness.!!
Table!5.5:!Table!outlining!films!produced!from!the!HSSXTi!coldXsprayed!cathode!with!the!average!film!thickness,!deposition!rate,!surface!roughness,!stress!and!hardness.!!







1.1 Industrial(cutting(tools((Industrial( cutting( tools( such( as( drills,( taps( and( end(mills( are( used( in( high( volume( in(global( manufacturing,( particularly( in( the( automotive( and( aerospace( industries.(Consequently,(the(cutting(tool(industry(is(of(economic(significance(and(is(worth(over($11(billion( annually( [1].( The( cutting( tool( market( is( currently( dominated( by( two( main(materials;( namely( high( speed( steel( (HSS)( and( tungsten( carbideHcobalt( (generically(referred( to( as( carbide).( HSS( comprises( approximately( 30%( of( the( world( industrial(cutting( tool( market( and( first( came( to( prominence( in( the( early( 1900s( [2].( HSS( is( a(complex(alloy(originally(based(on(the(major(alloying(elements(of(W,(Cr(and(V,(HSS(was(adopted(for(the(fabrication(of(cutting(tools(because(of(its(ability(to(retain(high(hardness(at(elevated(operating(temperatures.(This,(so(called(hot(hardness,(is(a(consequence(of(the(precipitation( of( fine( scale( alloy( carbides( generated( during( tempering( in( the( heat(treatment( cycle.(HSS(has( a( room( temperature(hardness( in( the( range(of( approximately(850H950(HV( and( softens( significantly( at( temperatures( above( 600( °C( [3].( This( places( a(limit( on( the( performance( of( HSS( cutting( tools( when( used( at( high( speeds( and( feeds.(Carbide(cutting(tools(can(be(used(at(higher(cutting(speeds(than(HSS(since(they(retain(a(hardness(of(approximately(1000(HV(at(temperatures(around(700(°C([3].(However,(HSS(has(a(much(higher(toughness(than(carbide(and(hence(is(the(preferred(tool(material(when(conducting(interrupted(cutting(operations(such(as(milling.((The( 1980s( heralded( a( revolution( in( the( cutting( tool( industry(with( the( introduction( of(physical(vapour(deposited((PVD)(ceramic(coatings([4].(The(first(of(these(coatings(to(be(successfully(adopted(for(use(on(cutting(tools(was(titanium(nitride((TiN)([5H8].(TiN(was(
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exploited( for( its( high( hardness,( wear( resistance( and( low( friction( coefficient,( enabling(faster( cutting( speeds( and( therefore( increased( productivity.( Ongoing,( studies( of(tribological(coatings(produced(using(PVD(methods(have(led(to(a(wide(variety(of(ceramic(coatings( being( implemented( for( use( on( cutting( tools.( Other( ceramic( coatings( such( as(TiAlN([9],(CrN([10,(11],(AlCrN([12](and(TiCN([13H15](have(been(developed(for(meeting(industrial(demand(for(improving(the(economic(rate(of(metal(removal.(Advances(in(PVD(technology( have( also( led( to( the( development( of( a( range( of( coatings( with( different(stoichiometries(and/or(different(microstructures.(
1.2 Limitations(of(present(cutting(tool(coatings(
(Ceramic( coatings( offer( the( advantage( of( high( hardness,( a( significant( part( of( which( is(retained( at( higher( temperatures.( However,( in( practice( the( durability( of( hard( coatings(may(be(limited(by(high(internal(stress(that(can(lead(to(increased(brittleness,(particularly(in(interrupted(cutting(applications.(High(stress(also(restricts(the(thickness(of(the(vapour(deposited(coating(to(approximately(2H4(μm([16](due(to(issues(of(delamination,(which(in(turn( affects( the( coating( durability( and( limits( the( life( of( the( tool.( These( two( facts,( in(addition( to( the(major( property(mismatch( at( the( interface( between( a( hard(monolithic(ceramic(coating(and(a(ductile(tool(steel(substrate,(have(been(impediments(to(improving(tribological(performance.(The(past(30(years(has(yielded(a(broad(body(of(work(with(the(aim(of(improving(monolithic(ceramic(coatings.((
1.3 Improving(ceramic(coatings((Coatings(that(are(hard,(while(possessing(a(low(intrinsic(stress(value,(may(also(exhibit(a(degree(of(toughness,(that(is,(an(ability(to(absorb(energy(of(deformation([17].(This(may(be(more( useful( than( coatings( that( exhibit( high( hardness( alone.( There( have( been( several(different( approaches( to( improving( the(properties( of( hard(monolithic( ceramic( coatings(for( use( as( protective( or( corrosionHresistant( coatings,( including( use( on( cutting( tools.( A(monolithic(ceramic(coating(is(illustrated(in(Figure(1.1((a)(along(with(several(other(types(of(coatings(used(for(improving(these(monolithic(ceramics,(illustrated(in(Figure(1.1((b,(c,(d,(e)(and(they(are(explained(below.(
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One(method(for(improving(adhesion(between(a(cutting(tool(and(a(ceramic(coating(is(to(begin(the(coating(deposition(with(a(thin(layer(of(metal(only(as( illustrated(in(Figure(1.1((b).( An( early( example( of( including( a(metallic( interlayer( for( improvement( in( adhesion(comes( from(Rickerby(and(Bull( [18],(where( it(was( found(that( including(an( interlayer(of(metallic(Ti(before(applying(the(TiN(coating(led(to(an(increase(in(adhesion(of(the(coating,(resulting( in( increased( tool( performance.( Increased( adhesive( strength( and( high( wear(resistance(of(TiAlN(coatings(was(reported(by(Lii(et.(al.( [19](when(a(1(µm( interlayer(of(metallic(Ti(was(deposited(prior(to(the(ceramic(coating.(((Furthering(the(idea(of(a(metallic(interlayer(at(the(coatingHsubstrate(interface,(it(has(been(extensively(shown([20H24](that(that(the(use(of(multilayer(coatings((illustration(in(Figure(1.1( (c))(may( provide( enhanced( properties( over( those( of( the( individual(materials.( For(example,( coatings( produced( with( alternating( hard( and( soft( layers( can( impede( the(propagation(of(cracks(and(therefore( improve(coating(toughness([25].( In(a(recent(study([26],( it(was(shown(that(producing(a(multilayer(coating(through(simple(variations(in(N2(flow(during(deposition,(led(to(an(increase(in(toughness(of(TiN(coatings.((The( principle( of( multilayered( coatings( has( been( extended( in( the( development( of(“laminate( thin( film( coatings”,( where( a( monolithic( ceramic( coating( is( periodically(interrupted( by( very( thin( layers( of( a( ductile( material.( A( laminate( thin( film( coating( is(illustrated( in( Figure( 1.1( (d).( Castanho( and( Vieira( [27]( investigated( the( effect( of(depositing(metallic(interlayers(within(a(monolithic(coating(of(TiAlN.(Thin(metallic(layers(of(Ag,(Al( and(Ti( of( thicknesses( ranging( from(24( to(53(nm(were(deposited( at( intervals(throughout(a(monolithic(TiAlN(coating.(It(was(found(that(the(inclusion(of(these(metallic(interlayers( caused( only( a( slight( decrease( in( hardness( but( a( large( decrease( in( residual(stress( while( retaining( a( high( Young’s( modulus.( Adhesion( was( also( improved,( with(maximum(adhesion(observed(using(thin(films(of(Ag(or(Ti(with(3(to(5(metallic(interlayers.(Overall,( it(was( found(that(producing( laminate(thin( film(coatings(enabled(the(growth(of(much( thicker( coatings( with( lower( intrinsic( stress,( while( retaining( the( high( hardness(properties(of(the(ceramic(monolayer.(((
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Since,(brittleness(in(hard(ceramic(coatings(is(arguably(one(of(the(main(causes(of(cracking(and( reduced( tribological( performance.( To( overcome( this,( there( has( been( a( move( to(develop(new(nanocomposite( coatings(by( incorporating(a(ductile(phase(with(a( ceramic(phase((see(Figure(1.1((e)(for(a(schematic(representation).(As(more(work(is(required(to(induce(cracks( in(ductile(materials( than(brittle(materials,( this(ductile(phase( toughening(can(help(arrest(crack(propagation.(A(popular(method(of(ductile(phase(toughening( is( to(produce(composite(coatings(consisting(of(nitride(forming(elements,(such(as(Ti,(Al(or(Zr(in(combination(with(one(nonHnitriding(element(such(as(Cu([28](or(Ni([29,(30].((
(
Figure( 1.1:( Representations( of( different( types( of( coatings( where( grey( represents( the( tool( steel(
substrate,( yellow( represents(hard( ceramic( coating(material( and(blue( represents(ductile(metallic(





1.4 Functionally(graded(coatings((In( seeking( to( develop( high( performance( tribological( coatings,( Leyland( and( Matthews([17](proposed(a(shift(in(research(emphasis(to(the(exploitation(of(predominantly(metallic(films(with(a(nanograined(and/or(“glassy”(microstructure,(with(a(view(to(attaining(closer(matching(of(the(substrateHcoating(interfacial(elastic(properties.(Furthermore,(they(went(on(to(state(that(an(improved(ability( for(the(substrate(to(accommodate(strain( is(often(a(more( important( factor( in( wear( resistance( than( very( high( hardness.( This( idea( was(extended(to(producing(coatings(that(nonHabruptly(grade(from(a(metallic(film(to(a(metal(nitride(and(therefore(provide(a(better(property(match(at(the(substrateHcoating(interface.((Functionally( graded( coatings( draw( on( the( ideas( of( metallic( interlayers,( ductile( phase(toughening(and(multilayer(coatings(that(results(in(a(coating(that(grades(smoothly(from(tool(steel( to(hard(top( layer.(This(should( lead(to(an( improvement( in(property(matching(between(a(relatively(ductile(tool(steel(and(a(hard(ceramic(coating(resulting(in(an(overall(thicker( coating(with(extended( tool( life.(A(schematic(of(a( functionally(graded(coating( is(illustrated(in(Figure(1.2,(showing(more(ductile(layers(at(the(substrate(that(are(gradually(graded(to(a(predominantly(ceramic(coating(at(the(surface.((
(
Figure(1.2:(Schematic(of(a(functionally(graded(coating(showing(substrate(in(grey(with(more(ductile(
layers( adjacent( to( the( substrate( shown( in(blue(and(gradually( grading( to(harder( layers( shown( in(
yellow.((When(designing(a(functionally(graded(coating,(the(interlayers(should(be(suitable(to(the(gradual(transition(of(properties(to(enable(better(integration(of(the(coating(into(the(tool(design.( Functionally( graded( coatings( may( be( designed( in( different( ways,( where( the(coating( properties( are( graded( by( varying( the( composition,( microstructure( or( both.(Zhang(et.(al.( [31](explored(carbon(coatings(with(graded(microstructure(by(varying( the(substrate(bias(voltage(during(deposition.(It(was(found(that(the(graded(coating(exhibited(better( toughness(properties( and( increased( adhesion( to( the( substrate,(when( compared(
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• Investigate( thin( film(materials(with(microstructure/properties( suitable( to( form(part(of(functionally(graded(coatings.((
• Explore(the(vapour(deposition(of(HSS(as(an(interlayer(between(HSS(substrate(and(a(hard(top(layer.(Extend(this(by(investigating(reactive(deposition(of(HSS(thin(films(in(a(N2(atmosphere.(((
• Determine( structureHproperty( relationships( for( ductile( phase( toughened( (with(metallic( Ni)( TiN( by( direct( observation( of( microstructure( and( nanoindentation(tests.(
(
• Explore(the(use(of(novel(PVD(cathodes(produced(using(coldHspray(technology(to(fabricate( new( types( of( nanocomposite( thin( films.( Extend( this( through( the(fabrication(of(new(nanocomposite(thin(films(from(these(cathodes(cathodes(under(different(conditions(and(characterise(with(a(focus(on(linking(microstructure(and(properties.((
1.6 Thesis(outcomes((The(major(outcomes(of(this(work(include:((
• The( previously( unexplored( vapour( deposition( of( HSS( thin( films,( including( the(identification(of(an(amorphous(phase.((
• Advanced(understanding(of(the(formation(of(TiNHNi(nanocomposite(thin(films(by(direct( observation( of( microstructure/composition( and( linking( to( physical(properties.((
• The( successful( use( of( coldHspray( technology( to( produce( multiHelement( PVD(cathodes(for(the(fabrication(of(HSSHTiN(nanocomposite(thin(films.(
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1.7 Thesis(outline((Chapter(2(provides(background(and(experimental( information(required( to(understand(the( results( presented( in( subsequent( chapters.( Specifically,( this( chapter( focuses( on( the(use( of( FCVA( for( thin( film( fabrication,( and( presents( details( of( the( various( analytical(techniques(used(to(characterise(the(thin(films.((Chapter(3(investigates(the(effects(of(various(deposition(conditions(on(the(fabrication(of(HSS( thin( films.( The( chapter( is( presented( in( two( parts,( firstly( the( effect( of( deposition(energy( was( investigated( and( secondly,( results( of( further( thin( films( deposited( in( a(reactive(N2(environment(are(presented.((Chapter(4(explores(ductile(phase( toughening(of(TiN( thin( films( through( the(addition(of(metallic(Ni.(TiNHNi( thin( films(were( fabricated(under(various(deposition(conditions(and(characterised(with(a(focus(on(linking(microstructure(with(properties.((Chapter(5(presents( initial( investigations( into( the(use(of(cathodes(produced(using(coldHspray(technology.(Results(are(presented(for(thin(films(deposited(from(several(different(cathodes( and( following( this,( a( series( of( thin( films( was( fabricated( using( the( most(successful(cathode.(The(films(were( fabricated(under(various(deposition(conditions(and((results(for(microstructure(and(physical(property(characterisation(are(presented.(((Chapter(6(provides(overall(conclusions( to( the(work(and(makes(suggestions( for(related(work(to(be(carried(out(in(the(future(with(specific(research(questions.((((((((((
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2.1 Thin(film(synthesis(Physical( vapour( deposition( (PVD)( of( thin( film( coatings( can( be( performed( using(many(different(methods(such(as,(sputtering,(evaporation,(pulsed( laser(deposition(and(others.((Throughout(this(work,(the(deposition(method(used(to(fabricate(all(thin(film(coatings(was(filtered(cathodic(vacuum(arc((FCVA).(A(photograph(of(the(FCVA(deposition(system(used(to( fabricate( the( thin( films( investigated( throughout( this( thesis( is( shown( in( Figure( 2.1.(Figure(2.2(shows(a(schematic(of(the(FCVA(system(outlining(the(main(components.((The( FCVA( is( fitted(with( a( cathode(made( of( the(material( that( forms( all( or( part( of( the(material( to( be( deposited.( A( highKcurrent,( lowKvoltage( arc( welding( power( supply( is(connected(to(the(cathode(and(an(arc(is(“struck”(on(the(cathode(using(an(earthed(striker(arm.(The(arc(spot((or(spots)(then(ablates(the(cathode(into(ions,(electrons,(macroparticles(and(neutral(particles.(The(ablated(material(is(then(filtered(using(a(magnetic(double(bend(filter( [1](which(directs(a(plasma( flux(of( ions(and(electrons( towards( the(main(chamber(while( filtering( out( most( of( the( macroparticles( and( neutral( particles.( This( filtering(process( results( in( an( almost( oneKhundred( percent( ionised( plasma( reaching( the(substrate.( The( current( in( the( magnetic( double( bend( filter( coils( can( be( varied( to(determine(the(spread(of(the(plasma(entering(the(chamber(and(was(in(the(range(of(12.5K15.0(A(throughout(this(work.(More(detail(about(cathodic(arc(deposition(can(be(found(in(the(book(by(Anders([2].((There(are(several(variables(that(are(known(to(affect(the(formation(of(thin(films(that,(once(investigated( for(a(specific(cathode(material,(can(be(used(to(control( thin( film(growth(to(form( specific(microstructures( and( physical( properties.( Firstly,( a( negative( bias( voltage(may(be(applied(to(the(substrate(holder(that(accelerates(the(ions(in(the(plasma(towards(the(substrate.(Equation(2.1(describes(how(the(applied(substrate(bias(voltage(affects(the(energy(of(the(ions(reaching(the(substrate,(
(
Ei = q Vp −Vb( )+Eo (( ( ( (Equation(2.1)((where(Ei(is(the(energy(of(the(ions(reaching(the(substrate,(q(is(the(charge(state(of(the(ions,(Vp(is(the(plasma(potential,(Vb(is(the(substrate(potential(voltage((applied(substrate(bias)(
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2.3 Substrate(preparation((Throughout(this(thesis,(substrates(used(for(thin(film(depositions(were(squares(of(silicon(wafer( (2(cm(x(2(cm)(cleaved( from(double(sided(polished(silicon(wafers.(The(substrate(squares( were( cleaved( along( the( plane( to( reduce( undesirable( bending.( After( cleaving,(substrates(were( cleaned( thoroughly( in( acetone,( ethanol( and( distilled(water( and( dried(with(compressed(air.(The(prepared(substrates(were(stored(in(plastic(containers(before(thin(film(deposition.((
2.4 Thickness(and(stress(measurements((The(thicknesses(of(the(thin(films(were(determined(using(a(Tencor(P16+(Surface(Profiler.(Before(deposition,(two(spots(of(permanent(marker(pen(were(drawn(on(opposite(corners(of( the( silicon( substrate.( After( deposition,( these(marker( pen( spots(were( removed(with(ethanol( to( reveal( the( underlying( substrate,( thus( forming( a( step( from( film( surface( to(substrate(surface.(This(method(is( illustrated(in(Figure(2.4.(The(thickness(of(each(of(the(thin( films( was( measured( in( two( different( positions,( on( each( corner( marker( spot( (4(thickness(measurements( in(total),( to(obtain(an(average(film(thickness(and(to(check(for(thickness(uniformity(over(the(entire(substrate(and(obtain(an(average(thickness(value.((
(
Figure(2.4:(Diagram(outlining(the(method(for(determining(thin(film(thickness.(((Stress(is(an(important(mechanical(property(in(thin(films(as(too(much(intrinsic(stress(can(result( in( the( thin( film( delaminating( from( the( substrate.( Stress( in( thin( films( is( either(
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2.6.2 Basic(TEM(operation((Studies(of(thin(film(cross(sections(in(the(TEM(can(provide(information(about(grain(size,(changes( in( microstructure( as( a( function( of( film( depth( and( crystal( structure.( Two(different( TEMs( were( used( for( studying( thin( film( microstructure( in( this( thesis;( a(JEOL2010(TEM(fitted(with(a(LaB6(filament(and(a(JEOL(2100F(TEM(using(a(field(emission(gun(filament(both(operating(at(200(kV.(((Figure( 2.7( shows( a( basic( schematic( of( the( TEM( lens( system( including( ray( diagrams(showing( the( path( of( the( electrons( through( the( sample( and( then( form( both( high(resolution(images(and(diffraction(patterns.(Electrons(are(generated(from(a(filament(and(accelerated( to( 200( kV.( The( electrons( are( then( directed( through( a( series( of( magnetic(lenses.((
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(In( imaging(mode,( the( sample( image( is( observable(when( the( electron( beam( is( focused(onto(the(sample(using(the(condenser(lens(system(and(the(objective(lens(system(is(used(to(focus(the(image(onto(the(1st(image(plane.(The(image(is(then(magnified(by(the(projector(lens(system(and(viewed(on(the(phosphor(screen(or(captured(using(a(CCD(camera.((In(diffraction(mode,(a(parallel(beam(of(electrons(is(directed(though(the(sample(using(the(condenser( lens(system(and(a(diffraction(pattern(of( the(sample(can(be(viewed(by(using(the( projector( lens( system( to( focus( on( the( back( focal( plane( of( the( objective( lens.(Diffraction( patterns( are( a( reciprocal( space( representation( of( crystal( planes(within( the(sample.( In( crystalline(materials( diffraction( spots( that( are( perpendicular( to( the( crystal(planes( are( observed.( In( samples( that( show( higher( degrees( of( disorder( or( amorphous(materials,(the(crystals(diffract(in(many(directions(which(cause(the(diffraction(pattern(to(appear(as(rings(rather(than(spots.(The(dKspacing(of(a(crystal(can(be(identified(from(the(diffraction( spots( or( rings( by( measuring( the( distance( from( the( centre( of( the( primary(electron(beam(and(the(centre(of( the(diffraction(spots(or(rings(and(applying(a(modified(version(of(Bragg’s(law:((
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)sin()()(φ ( ( ( (Equation(2.5)(
Therefore,( )(qφ and(G(r)(are(related(by(a(sine(transform((similar(to(a(Fourier(transform).(If( )(qφ is(measured(from(diffraction,(then(G(r)(can(be(determined.(
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2.6.4 Electron(energy(loss(spectroscopy((Electron(energy(loss(spectroscopy((EELS)(is(a(technique(often(used(in(conjunction(with(TEM.(EELS(measures(the(energy(lost(by(the(primary(electron(beam(after(passing(though(and(interacting(with(the(specimen.(In(this(thesis,(EELS(analysis(was(performed(using(a(Gatan( imaging( filter( (GIF).( As( it( is( necessary( for( TEM( samples( to( be( very( thin,( the(majority(of(the(electrons(will(transmit(through(the(sample(without(interacting(or(scatter(elastically,( therefore(retaining(their(original(energy(and(so(have(an(energy( loss(of(zero(and( form( a( zero( loss( peak( in( the( EELS( spectrum.( ( Some( electrons( will( lose( a( small(amount(of(energy(due(to(plasmon(scattering(where(the(primary(beam(causes(oscillations(in(the(weakly(bound(electrons(in(the(sample.(This(usually(occurs(in(the(low(loss(region(K(between(0(and(50(eV(and(will( lead( to(a(plasmon(peak(present( in( the(spectrum( in( this(range.(High(energy(losses(occur(when(a(primary(electron(beam(knocks(out(an(inner(shell(electron(from(an(atom(in(the(sample.(This(process(leads(to(the(formation(of(features(in(the( EELS( spectrum( known( as( ionisation( edges( that( appear( at( energies( specific( to( the(absorbing( atom.( Features( on( the( ionisation( edges( can( provide( information( about( the(chemical(bonding(present(in(the(sample.(These(features(are(known(as(energy(loss(near(edge(structure((ELNES).(A(typical(EELS(spectrum(taken(from(a(TiNKNi(thin(film(coating(showing(the(zeroKloss(peak,(plasmon(peaks(and(innerKshell(ionization(edges(is(shown(in(Figure(2.8.((
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Figure( 2.8:( An( example( of( an( EELS( spectrum( for( a( TiNJNi( coating( showing( the( zero( loss( peak,(
plasmon(peaks(and(innerJshell(ionisation(edges.((





Figure(2.9:(The(three(window(technique(for(subtracting(the(background(in(EFTEM([13].(((EFTEM(can(be(used(to(create( images(that(show(the(distribution(of(specific(energyKloss(events(within(a( sample.(This(method(can( therefore(be(used( to(obtain(maps(of( specific(elements( present( in( a( sample.( These( individual( maps( can( be( false( coloured( and(combined( to( form(a( composite( image( that( shows( the(qualitative(distribution(of(all( the(elements(in(one(image.((((((((((
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2.7 Chemical(composition(and(bonding((Film(composition(was(determined(using(either(Auger(electron(spectroscopy((AES)(or(xKray( photoelectron( spectroscopy( (XPS).( Both( AES( and( XPS( are( surface( sensitive(techniques(and(were(used(to(produce(elemental(depth(profiles(of(the(thin(film(samples.(((
2.7.1 XJray(photoelectron(spectroscopy(XPS(is(a(surface(sensitive(technique(used(to(determine(the(elements(present(in(a(sample(and( can( also( be( used( to( obtain( information( about( the( bonding( between( the( atoms(present.( An( xKray( beam( is( used( to( probe( a( sample,( which( results( in( photoKemitted(electrons( from( atoms( present( in( the( first( few( nanometers( of( the( sample( surface.( The(energies(of( the(emitted(photoelectrons(are(measured(and( the(electron(binding(energy(characteristic( of( different( elements( can( then( be( calculated.( The( binding( energy( is( not(only(specific(to(the(orbitals(of(the(atoms(but(also(the(bonding(state(of(those(atoms.(Depth(profiles(can(be(performed(where(the(sample(is(probed(with(the(xKray(beam,(the(area(is(sputtered(with(an(ion(beam(and(the(sample(is(then(probed(again.(With(this(method(it(is(possible(to(obtain(a(depth(profile(that(shows(variation(of(elemental(concentration(as(a(function( of( depth( into( the( sample.( Throughout( this( thesis,( XPS( depth( profiles( of( thin(films(were(obtained(using(a(Thermo(Scientific(KKAlpha(Spectrometer(with(an(Al(anode(xKray(source((1486(eV).(The(XPS(sputter(depth(profiles(were(performed(using(an(argon(ion(beam(operating(at(1K2(keV(etching(approximately(a(1(mm2(area(and(the(xKray(spot(size(used(for(analysis(was(200(µm.(((
2.7.2 Auger(electron(spectroscopy(AES(is(another(surface(sensitive(technique(used(to(determine(stoichiometry.(In(AES(the(sample(surface( is(bombarded(with(an(electron(beam(resulting(in(the(emission(of( inner(shell(electrons((called(Auger(electrons)(from(atoms(in(the(sample(that(are(characteristic(to( each( element.( AES( depth( profiles( can( be( performed( in( the( same( way( as( XPS( (see(above).( In( this( thesis( AES( was( performed( on( a( VG( 310F( Scanning( Auger( Nanoprobe(operated(with(an(electron(accelerating(voltage(of(10(kV.(AES(sputter(depth(profiling(was(conducted(using(an(argon(ion(beam(operating(at(2K3(keV(etching(approximately(a(1(mm2(area.(
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2.8 XJray(diffraction(XKray( diffraction( (XRD)( is( a( technique( used( to( determine( the( crystal( structure( of( a(material.( ( The( peaks( observed( in( XRD( correspond( to( specific( compounds( (and( their(phases)(that(are(determined(using(Bragg’s(law:((






=D ( ( ( ( (Equation(2.7)(((where(D((Å)(is(the(diameter(of(the(particles,(λ((Å)(the(wavelength,(and(β((radians)(is(the(angular( width( of( the( diffraction( peak( at( the( half( maximum( for( diffraction( angle( 2θ((radians).(((Throughout(this(thesis(two(different(XRD(systems(were(used.(Firstly,(a(Bruker(AXS(D8(Advance( wideKangle( xKray( diffractometer( using( graphiteKmonochromated( Cu( Kα(radiation((λ=1.5406(Å)(with(a(potential(of(40(kV(and(a(current(of(35(mA:(scan(range(10K90°(2θ,(step(size(0.02°(and(a(count(rate(of(2(seconds.(Secondly,(a(Bruker(AXS(D8(Discover(General(Area(Detector(Diffraction(System((GADDS)(microdiffraction(xKray(diffractometer((also(using(Cu(Kα(radiation()(with(a(potential(of(40kV(and(a(current(of(40mA(was(also(used.(((
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Figure( 2.10:( An( example( of( a( loadJdisplacement( curve( graph( for( an( indentation( experiment(
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high speed steel 




vacuum! arc,! are! investigated! for! use! as! either! a! tough! tribological! coating! or! as! an!
interlayer! material! in! functionally! graded! coatings.! The! effect! of! various! deposition!






3.1 Introduction!(High(speed(steel((HSS)(is(the(name(given(to(a(class(of(complex(high(carbon(tool(steels(occupying( a( share( of( approximately( 30%( of( the( global( cutting( tool( market( [1].(Originally(based(on( the(major(alloying(elements(of(W,(Cr(and(V,(HSS(was(adopted( for(the( fabrication( of( cutting( tools( because( of( its( high( hardness( at( elevated( operating(temperatures.( This( property,( referred( to( as( hot( hardness,( is( a( consequence( of( the(precipitation( of( fine( scale( alloy( carbides( generated( during( tempering( in( the( heat(treatment( cycle.(HSS( softens( significantly(at( temperatures(above(600( °C,( a( fact(which(places(a( limit(on( the(performance(of(HSS(cutting( tools(used( in(high(speed(machining.(Through(the(successful(introduction(of(vapour(deposited(ceramic(thin(films(such(as(TiN(and( TiAlN( [2T6],( the( performance( of( HSS( cutting( tools( has( been( improved( and(most(industrial(cutting(tools(are(now(coated.(However,(as(discussed(in(Chapter(1,(there(are(some(disadvantages(to(the(use(of(ceramics(as(cutting(tool(coatings,(such(as,(brittleness(and(limited(coating(thickness.((Leyland(and(Matthews([7](proposed(the(concept(of(a(predominantly(metallic(film(with(a(nanograined( and/or( glassy( microstructure( for( tribological( applications( where(toughness( in( combination(with(hardness( is( required.(They( also( extended( this( idea( to(the(development(of(functionally(graded(coatings(starting(the(deposition(process(with(a(metallic(film(that(is(gradually(modified(through(the(introduction(of(a(reactive(gas,(such(as(N2.(This(enables(the(formation(of(a(coating(consisting(of(an(interstitial(solid(solution(that(transforms,(nonTabruptly,(to(a(metal(nitride.(In(this(way,(the(match(between(steel(tool( substrate( and( hard( coating( is( improved( and( yields( improved( mechanical(performance.((Vapour( deposited( multiTelement( or( complex( alloy( films,( such( as( austenitic( stainless(steel,( have( recently( been( investigated,( with( the( objective( of( investigating( corrosion(resistance( [8T11].( Furthermore,( the( effect( of( sputter( depositing( stainless( steel( in( a(reactive(N2(atmosphere(has(been(investigated(in(several(studies([12T16].(It(was(found(that(introducing(nitrogen(into(the(system,(a(range(of(phases(could(be(synthesized(when(depositing(from(a(stainless(steel(target(with(an(austenitic(faceTcentered(cubic((FCC)(Fe(
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structure.(For(example,(it(was(found(that(films(deposited(in(an(Ar(only(atmosphere(had(a(ferritic(bodyTcentered(cubic((BCC)(structure(that(was(retained(when(depositing(in(an(atmosphere(with(up(to(5%(N2.(When(the(percentage(of(N2(in(the(chamber(was(increased(to(10%(or(above,(approximately(20(at.(%(nitrogen(was(incorporated(into(the(film(and(an( FCC( austenite( phase( became(dominant(with( the( disappearance( of( the( ferritic( BCC(structure.( This( phase( transformation( from( BCC( to( FCC( structures( was( attributed( to(nitrogen(acting(as(an(austenite(stabiliser(in(steels.(These(previous(works(showed(that(it(is(possible( to(produce(different(microstructures( in(complex(alloy( thin( films,( including(crystalline(and(amorphous(structures,(which(in(turn(can(lead(to(materials(that(exhibit(a(range(of(properties.(((To(the(best(of(the(author’s(knowledge,(no(previous(investigations(of(vapour(deposited(HSS(have(been(reported.(It(is(important(to(investigate(the(properties(of(physical(vapour(deposition((PVD)(HSS(since(it(contains(carbides(that(are(not(present(in(stainless(steel.(These(carbides(may(contribute( to( significant(differences(between( the(microstructural(and( mechanical( properties( of( HSS( and( stainless( steel( films.( The( successful( vapour(deposition(of(HSS(should(produce(an(ideal(grading(layer(from(bulk(HSS(tool(steel(to(a(hard(coating(since(it(has(the(potential(to(grade(structure(and(properties(while(keeping(composition(closely(matched.(In(addition(to(this,(it(may(be(possible(to(modify(a(HSS(thin(film(through(the(addition(of(N2(gas(and(form(a(functionally(graded(coating.(((In( this( chapter,( a( series( of( films( fabricated( using( an( M2( HSS( cathode( using( filtered(cathodic( vacuum( arc( (FCVA)( is( investigated.( Results( and( discussion( are( presented( in(two(parts;( section(3.2( explores( the(effect(of( the(energy(of(deposition( (by(altering( the(applied(substrate(bias)(on(metallic(HSS(thin( films(prepared( in(an( inert(atmosphere(at(room(temperature(and(section(3.3(presents(an(investigation(of(HSS(thin(films(deposited(in(a(reactive(N2(atmosphere(and(at(elevated(temperatures.(((((((
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3.2 The!effect!of!deposition!energy!(The(aim(of(this(section(is(to(investigate(the(vapour(deposition(of(thin(films(from(a(HSS(cathode(using(FCVA.(The(successful(deposition(of(HSS(films(from(the(vapour(state(has(the(potential(to(produce(coatings(with(a(different(microstructure(than(bulk(HSS(while(retaining( similar( composition,( thus( making( an( ideal( grading( layer( from( HSS( cutting(tools(to(other(layers(in(a(functionally(graded(coating.(It(is(important(to(investigate(the(effect( of( deposition( energy( as( different( microstructures( may( form( depending( of( the(deposition( conditions.( Changes( in( microstructure( may( give( rise( to( changes( in( the(physical(properties(of(the(films.((
3.2.1 Thin!film!fabrication!(Films(were(fabricated(from(an(M2(HSS(cathode((composition;(C=0.9(wt.(%,(Cr=4.1(wt.(%,(Mo=5(wt.(%,(V=1.8(wt.(%,(W=6.4(wt.(%(and(Fe=balance)(using(the(FCVA(operating(at(an( arc( current( of( 105( A.( The( double( bend( filter( was( electrically( grounded( during(deposition.(The(chamber(was(first(pumped(to(a(base(pressure(of(less(than(10T3(Pa(and(Ar(gas(was( introduced(to(stabilise( the(plasma( leading(to(an(operating(pressure(of(2(x(10T4(Pa.(A(summary(of(the(thin(films(investigated(in(this(section(is(shown(in(Table(3.1(and(includes(the(average(film(thickness,(deposition(rate,(surface(roughness,(stress(and(hardness.(
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Floating(potential( 83( 6.9( 0.5( T( 14.0(±(0.7(T50(V( 72( 6.0( 0.8( T0.8( 14.3±0.6(T100(V( 82( 6.8( 0.6( 0.4( 14.0±0.6(T200(V( 52( 4.3( 0.5( 0.8( 12.3±0.5(T500(V( 40( 3.3( 1.4( 1.5( 10.5±0.7((
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Figure! 3.2:! Graphs! of! (a)! the! intrinsic! stress! and! (b)! the! hardness! of! the! HSS! thin! films! as! a!
function!of!applied!substrate!bias.!((












































































































Sample! Fe! C! W! Cr! Mo!Cathode( wt.(%(85.7(±(1.8(at.(%(86.0(±(1.8( wt.(%(0.9(±(0.2(at.(%(4.2(±(0.9( wt.(%(6.8(±(1.1(at.(%(2.1(±(0.3( wt.(%(4.3(±(1.2(at.(%(4.6(±(1.3( wt.(%(5.3(±(1.8(at.(%(3.1(±(1.0(Floating(potential( wt.(%(89.6(±(1.9(at.(%(92.1(±(2.0( wt.(%(0.3(±(0.1(at.(%(1.4(±(0.5( wt.(%(3.9(±(1.2(at.(%(1.2(±(0.4( wt.(%(3.4(±(0.7(at.(%(3.8(±(0.8( wt.(%(2.5(±(1.6(at.(%(1.5(±(0.9(T50( wt.(%(90.7±(1.7(at.(%(93.4(±(1.8( wt.(%(0.2(±(0.1(at.(%(1.0(±(0.5( wt.(%(3.8(±(1.2(at.(%(1.2(±(0.4( wt.(%(2.9(±(0.7(at.(%(3.2(±(0.2( wt.(%(2.1(±(1.6(at.(%(1.3(±(0.7(T100( wt.(%(90.8(±(1.3(at.(%(93.5(±(1.3( wt.(%(0.2(±(0.1(at.(%(1.0(±(0.5( wt.(%(4.2(±(0.8(at.(%(1.3(±(0.2( wt.(%(2.7(±(0.7(at.(%(3.0(±(0.8( wt.(%(2.0(±(1.2(at.(%(1.2(±(0.7(T200( wt.(%(90.9(±(1.8(at.(%(91.2(±(1.8( wt.(%(0.9(±(0.2(at.(%(4.2(±(0.9( wt.(%(3.9(±(1.1(at.(%(1.2(±(0.3( wt.(%(2.0(±(0.7(at.(%(2.2(±(0.8( wt.(%(2.1(±1.5(at.(%(1.2(±(0.7(T500( wt.(%(84.7(±(2.1(at.(%(83.7(±(2.1( wt.(%(2.5(±(0.2(at.(%(11.5(±(0.9( wt.(%(9.1(±(1.2(at.(%(2.7(±(0.4( wt.(%(0.1(±(0.3(at.(%(0.1(±(0.3( wt.(%(3.5(±(1.8(at.(%(2.0(±(1.0((




Figure! 3.4:! XRD! diffractograms! from! (a)! the! HSS! cathode! and! films! deposited! at! (b)! floating!
potential,!(c)!M100!V!and!(d)!M500!V.!The!main!peaks!have!been!indexed!to!(1)!αMFe,!(2)!M23C6,!(3)!
M6C,!(4)!V4C3.!The!intense!peak!observed!in!(a),!(b)!and!(c)!at!approximately!70!2θ!is!due!to!the!
silicon!substrate.!(Broadening( and( shifting( of( the( {110}( BCC( Fe( peaks( is( attributed( to( reduced( average(crystallite(size(and(an(increase(in(lattice(spacing(caused(by(defects/dislocations.(Using(the(Scherrer(formula,(the(average(crystallite(size(in(each(film,(was(calculated(from(the(diffractograms(and(these(values(are(shown(in(Table(3.3.(These(results(clearly(show(that(the( crystallites( in( all( the( films( are( significantly( smaller( than( those( in( the( cathode.(Furthermore,( the( crystallites( are( smaller( in( the( films( deposited( at( higher( bias( when(compared(with(the(film(deposited(at(floating(potential.(The(fine(crystallite(size(in(all(the(deposited( films(may( explain( their( relatively( high( hardness(when( compared(with( the(HSS( cathode(and(HSS( in( general( [21].(As( stated( above,( the( concentration(and( type(of(alloy(carbides(present( in( the(HSS( films(and( in( the(M2(HSS(cathode(are(different.(Bias(also(has(an(effect(on(the(type(of(carbides(present(in(the(films,(which(may(be(attributed(to(differences(in(their(sputter(rates.(

























Sample! Calculated!Fe!crystallite!size!(nm)!Cathode( 37(Floating(potential( 12(T50( 9(T100( 8(T200( 8(T500( Highly(disordered((







Figure! 3.5:! Bright! field! crossMsectional! TEM! images! of! the! HSS! films! deposited! at! (a)! floating!
potential,!(b)!M200!V!and!(c)!M500!V.!The!insets!show!diffraction!patterns!of!each!image!that!have!












Figure(3.7(shows(high(resolution(TEM(images(of((a)(the(amorphous(material(found(near(the( Si( substrate( and( (b)( the( crystalline( material( near( the( surface( of( the( thin( film(prepared(at(T500(V((shown(in(Figure(3.5((c)).(Figure(3.7(also(shows(FFTs(of(these(area(as(insets.(The(highTresolution(image(of(the(amorphous(material((Figure(3.7((a))(shows(evidence(of(embedded(nanoTscale(crystals(which(are(also(evident((as(a(sharp(ring)( in(the( FFT.( The( FFT( of( the( larger( embedded( crystal( near( the( surface( of( the( thin( film((Figure(3.7((b))(is(consistent(with(BCC(Fe.((((
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2exp )]()([ φφ ,(by(randomly(selecting(and(moving(atoms(in(the(initial(model.(If(the(resulting(change(in(the(theoretical(reduced(scattering(intensity(improved( the( agreement( between( the( two( data( sets,( it( was( accepted.( ( If( not,( it( was(accepted(with(a( selected(probability(as(described(elsewhere( [23,(24].(The(refinement(continued(until(overall(good(agreement(with(the(experiment(was(reached.(((The(G(r)(of( the( refined(model( is( compared( to( the( experimental(data( as( an(overlay( in(Figure( 3.8( (b).( The(model( shows( an( amorphous( Fe(matrix( with( the( various( alloying(elements( homogeneously( distributed( throughout.( ( It( is( expected( that( various( local(structures( can( be( possible(with( different( distribution( of( the( impurities.( ( The( refined(model(represents(a(statistically(averaged(structure(of( the(amorphous(phase,(although(some(conclusions(concerning(local(structures(still(can(be(made.((It(can(be(seen(that(the(structure(overall( is(not(completely( random,( it( still(possesses(a(certain(degree(of( local(and(medium(range(ordering,(as(can(be(seen(in(comparison(of(the(G(r)(from(the(refined(
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compared! with! the! G(r)! obtained! using! a! random! close! packing!model! and! the! refined!model!
obtained! using! Reverse!MonteMCarlo.! (b)! A!model! of! the! amorphous!microstructure! calculated!




3.3 The! effect! of! nitrogen! atmosphere! and! substrate!
temperature!(The(previous( section(demonstrated( that( it(was(possible( to(produce( thin( films( from(a(HSS(cathode(using(FCVA(and(that(a(range(of(microstructures(were(produced(depending(on( the( energy( of( deposition.( This( section( presents( a( study( on( reactively( depositing((with(N2)(thin(films(from(the(HSS(cathode.(This(may(allow(the(composition/properties(to( be( gradually( graded( from( a( purely(metallic( film( to( a(metal( nitride( in( functionally(graded(coatings(and(could(also(enable(vapour(deposition(and(nitriding(to(be(performed(as( a( single( step( process.( The( effect( of( depositing( onto( heated( substrates( in( a( N2(environment(is(also(studied.((
3.3.1 Thin!film!fabrication!(In(this(section,(results(are(presented(for(thin(films(fabricated(from(an(M2(HSS(cathode(using( the( FCVA( operating( at( an( arc( current( of( 140(A.( It( should( be( noted( that( during(these(depositions(the(magnetic(double(bend(filter(was(electrically(floating,(rather(than(electrically( grounded( as(was( the( case( for( the( films( investigated( in( section(3.2.( It(was(determined( that( thin( films( deposited( in( the( FCVA( system( with( the( magnetic( double(bend(filter(at(floating(potential(had(an(increased(deposition(rate(due(to(a(reduction(in(plasma( losses( to( the( earthed(walls( of( the( filter( duct.( This( enabled( the( production( of(thicker(films(in(a(shorter(amount(of(time(and(therefore(reducing(the(risk(of(overheating(the(cathode(and(the(arc(spot(extinguishing.(Deposition(was(also(paused(for(5(minutes(at(2(minutes(intervals(to(assist(with(the(fabrication(of(thicker(films.(The(chamber(was(first(pumped(to(a(base(pressure(of(less(than(10T3(Pa(and(Ar(gas(was(introduced(to(stabilise(the(plasma.(Reactive(N2(gas(was(introduced(with(the(running(pressure(kept(constant(at(0.2(Pa(while(the(ratio(of(N2(to(Ar(was(varied.(A(summary(of(the(thin(films(produced(as(well(as(average(film(thickness,(deposition(rate,(surface(roughness,(stress(and(hardness(is(found(in(Table(3.4.(((
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35( Room(temp.( 274( 27( 1.2( 0.2( 13.5(50( Room(temp.( 237( 32( 1.1( 0.2( 13.9(70( Room(temp.( 271( 36( 1.1( 0.4( 13.4(85( Room(temp.( 308( 51( 1.2( 0.4( 13.2(85( 250( 202( 34( 1.3( 0.4( 14.6(85( 500( 235( 39( 6.8( T0.5( 10.7(
!The(deposition( rate( for( the( films( investigated( in( this( section(was( significantly( higher(than(in(Section(3.2(due(to(the(electrically(floating(double(bend(filter(as(described(above.(It( is( evident( in( Table( 3.4( that( the( deposition( rate( increased( with( an( increase( in( the(percentage( of( N2( introduced( into( the( chamber.( This( is( could( be( due( to( the( nature( of(reactive(deposition(whereby(the(N(atoms(become(incorporated(into(the(growing(film(or(a(reduction(in(the(amount(of(sputtering(that(occurs(with(less(inert(Ar(in(the(deposition(chamber.(The(deposition(rate(decreased(when(the(thin(films(were(deposited(on(heated(substrates,(likely(due(to(microstructural(changes(induced(by(the(higher(mobility(of(the(incident(ions(at(higher(temperatures.((((((((((((
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3.3.3 Stress!and!hardness!(The( intrinsic(stress(and(hardness(of(all( the( films( is( listed( in(Table(3.4.( (All(of( the( thin(films(deposited(at(room(temperature(exhibited(low(compressive(stress(values((<1(GPa)(and(hardness(values(between(13(and(14(GPa,(regardless(of(the(partial(pressure(of(N2.(This( indicates( that( little( change( in( microstructure( occurs( by( varying( the( partial(pressure(of(N2(under( these( conditions.( It(was( also(observed( that( the(hardness(of( the(films( was( slightly( lower( than( the( film( deposited( in( Ar( only( atmosphere( at( floating(potential( presented( in( Section( 3.2.( The( change( in( hardness(was( likely( a( result( of( the(change( in( deposition( pressure( and( deposition( rate( that( may( have( affected( the(stoichiometry( and/or(microstructure( of( the( films,( both( of(which( are( explored( below.(There(was(no(significant(change(in(stress(when(the(substrate(was(heated(to(250(°C(and(this(film(also(exhibits(a(low(compressive(stress((<1(GPa).(This(film(exhibited(a(hardness(value( of( 14.6( GPa( which( is( not( a( significant( increase( when( compared( to( the( films(deposited( at( room( temperature( (in( both( Sections( 3.1( and( 3.2)( and( indicates( little(change(in(microstructure(when(the(substrate(is(heated(to(250(°C.((Changes( in( both( stress( and(hardness(were( observed( for( the( thin( film(deposited( on( a(substrate( heated( to( 500( °C.( This( film( exhibited( a( low( tensile( stress( that( is( usually(observed( for(more( porous( structures( and( is( consistent(with( the( surface(morphology(observed(in(the(AFM/SEM((Figure(3.9).(The(film(deposited(at(500(°C(is(also(exhibited(a(lower(hardness(value((10.7(GPa)(than(the(films(deposited(at(lower(temperatures.(This(decrease( in( hardness( is( likely( due( to( the( larger( crystals( causing( a( higher( degree( of(porosity(and(therefore(making(this(film(the(least(dense.(((((((((
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Fe! Cr! O! N! C! Mo! W/V!
35( Room(temp.( 67.4( 4.5( 12.9( 3.1( 7.5( 2.9( <1(50( Room(temp.( 70.0( 4.5( 9.7( 4.4( 6.5( 3.1( <1(70( Room(temp.( 70.8( 5.2( 9.5( 6.8( 3.1( 2.7( <1(85( Room(temp.( 70.4( 5.1( 8.6( 7.1( 4.5( 2.7( <1(85( 250( 67.2( 4.8( 12.0( 6.0( 6.3( 2.3( <1(85( 500( 63.5( 4.7( 20.2( 5.3( 3.1( 2.0( <1(((((((((((((((((
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3.4 Conclusion!(This(chapter(presented(results(of(the(first(comprehensive(study(of(thin(films(fabricated(using(an(FCVA(deposition(system(fitted(with(an(M2(HSS(cathode.(Two(different(sets(of(HSS( thin( films( were( produced.( First,( a( series( of( metallic( films( was( produced( with(increasing( applied( substrate( bias,( and( secondly( a( series( of( thin( films( deposited(reactively( N2( atmosphere( and( on( heated( substrates.( The( films(were( characterised( in(terms(of(their(surface(morphology,(composition,(microstructure,(stress(and(hardness.((It( was( found( that( the( deposition( rate( depended( on( the( electrical( state( of( the( double(bend( filter.( In( Section( 3.2,( the( double( bend( filter( was( electrically( grounded( and( the(deposition(rate(from(the(HSS(cathode(was(between(approximately(3(and(7(nm/min.(In(section(3.3,(the(double(bend(filter(was(electrically(floating(and(the(deposition(rate(was(significantly( higher( between( approximately( 30( and( 50( nm/min.( The( change( in(deposition( rate( observed( was( found( to( also( affect( the( composition( of( the( deposited(films,(with(lower(concentrations(of(the(elements(with(high(cohesive(energy((W,(Mo,(C)(and(proportionately(more(Fe.(((For(the(metallic(films(in(Section(3.2(it(was(found(that(for(all(the(thin(films,(most(of(the(main(alloying(elements(were(transferred(from(the(M2(HSS(cathode(to(the(growing(film.(However,(the(concentration(of(W(and(Mo(were(lower(due(to(the(high(energy(required(to(ablate( these( elements( from( a( cathode( and/or( the( variation( in( transport( efficiency(through(the(double(bend(filter.(((The(microstructure(of(the(metallic(films(was(found(to(strongly(depend(on(the(substrate(bias.(At(low(bias,(the(films(had(a(columnar(structure(with(BCC(Fe(crystals(of(~20(nm(in(size.( At( higher( biases,( an( amorphous( Fe( rich(material( was( found( to( form( during( the(initial(stages(of(film(growth(with(seed(crystals(forming(later(in(the(deposition(process.(This(is(the(first(time(an(amorphous(HSS(phase(has(been(observed.(All(of(the(deposited(HSS(films(were(harder(than(the(original(M2(HSS(cathode,(a(difference(believed(to(result(from( their( finer(grain( structure.(All( the( films(were(also(harder( than( the(Si( substrates(
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4.1 Introduction(Over(the(past(30(years,(hard(ceramic(thin(film(coatings(such(as(titanium(nitride((TiN)(have( significantly( improved( the( performance( of( industrial( cutting( tools( [1].( The(materials(science(underpinning(these(productivity(gains(has(to4date(focused(largely(on(improving( the(hardness(of(physically( vapour(deposited( (PVD)( coatings.(An( inevitable(consequence( of( this( trend( to( ever4harder,( even( super4hard( coatings( is( that( coatings(have( become( increasingly( brittle( often( containing( high( intrinsic( stress( [2,( 3].( Such(factors(can(adversely(affect( tool( life(performance,(particularly(under(high( impact( load(conditions,(such(as(those(encountered(during(milling.(Recognition(of(such(problems(is(evident( in( the( development( of( multilayer( coatings,( in( which( an( attempt( is( made( to(arrest( crack( propagation( by( introducing( inter4phase( boundaries( [446].( Attention( has(also( been( focused( on( the( development( of( nanocomposite( coatings( [7412]( containing(both(nitride(and(non4nitride(forming(elements,(the(aim(being(to(improve(toughness(and(reduce(intrinsic(stress(while(maintaining(high(levels(of(hardness.(One(such(non4nitride(forming(element( is(nickel,(which(has(been(used( in( the( fabrication(of(nanocomposites([13415].( For( example,( titanium( nitride4nickel( nanocomposite( thin( films( have( been(produced( by( several( methods( including( magnetron( sputtering( [16],( dual( ion( beam(assisted(deposition([17](and(cathodic(arc([18,(19].(The(thin( films(exhibited(a(range(of(microstructures( depending( on( the( deposition( conditions( and( promising( mechanical(properties,( which( have( the( potential( for( improved( tribological( performance( in(metal(cutting(applications.(These(previous(studies( focused(on(the(properties(of( the(coatings(and( to( date( there( has( not( been( a( thorough( investigation( of( TiN4Ni( thin( film(microstructure.((In(this(study,(TiN4Ni(nanocomposite(thin(films(were(fabricated(using(a(filtered(cathodic(vacuum(arc((FCVA)(system(fitted(with(a(single(cathode(composed(of(50:50(at(%(Ti:Ni.(As(discussed(in(Chapter(2.1,(FCVA(is(a(vapour(deposition(method(in(which(the(average(energy(of(the(highly(ionised(depositing(flux(is(controllable(by(varying(the(substrate(bias(voltage.( This( deposition( energy( is( known( to( influence( the( type( of( microstructure(produced,(which( in( turn,(determines( the(resulting(physical(properties.(Previous(work(on( TiN4Ni( nanocomposite( thin( films( using( cathodic( arc( [18,( 19]( used( a( dual( cathode(system((one(Ti(and(the(other(Ni(doped(with(10(at.(%(Cr)(to(produce(thin(film(coatings(
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and(concentrated(mainly(on(the(effect(of(post(deposition(annealing(on(grain(size.(Here,(the( results( of( varying( the( substrate( bias( and( temperature( on( the(microstructure( and(mechanical(properties(of(TiN4Ni(thin(films,(is(presented.(This(is(supported(with(detailed(microstructural( characterisation( using( a( range( of( techniques( including( direct(observation( of( the( cross( sectional( microstructure( of( the( thin( films( using( TEM.(Structure4property( relationships( were( determined( by( mechanical( property(investigations(using(nanoindentation.((

























!TiNi( Floating( Room(temp.( 300( 34( 0.9( 0.6( 7.4( 0.56(TiN4Ni( Floating( Room(temp.( 200( 100( 0.9( 2.4( 17.0( 0.39(TiN4Ni( 4200( Room(temp.( 330( 85( 4.4( 0.5( 15.8( 0.49(TiN4Ni( 4500( Room(temp.( 70( 14( 4.3( 0.3( 13.3( 0.43(TiN4Ni( Floating( 250( 240( 80( 3.3( 0.7( 13.9( 0.44(TiN4Ni( Floating( 500( 150( 50( 8.9( 40.5( 4.8( 0.56(TiN( Floating( Room(temp.( 270( 50( 0.9( 6.4( 32.0( 0.26(((((
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4.3 Deposition,rate,(The( deposition( rate( for( the( TiNi( thin( film( deposited( in( an( Ar( atmosphere( was(approximately(34(nm/min((see(Table(4.1).(This(increased(to(100(nm/min(when(an(N2(atmosphere(was(used(and(incorporated(into(the(growing(thin(film.(The(application(of(a(substrate(bias(resulted(in(a(decrease(in(deposition(rate(as(a(result(of(sputtering(at(the(substrate( due( to( ion( bombardment.( The( effects( of( sputtering( are( most( evident( at( a(substrate(bias(of(4500(V(where(the(deposition(rate(dropped(to(14(nm/min.(A(decrease(in( deposition( rate( was( also( observed( with( an( increase( in( substrate( temperature(probably( as( a( result( of( the( increased( mobility( of( the( incident( ions( leading( to( some(atoms(gaining(sufficient(energy(to(be(vapourised(and(therefore(not(contributing(to(the(nucleation(and(growth(of(the(depositing(thin(film.(((((((((((((((((((((
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, , , At.,%, ,
Film,type, Bias,(V), Heater,temperature,(°C), Ti, Ni, N, O, Ti:Ni,Ratio,
TiNi( Floating( Room(temp( 31.7( 52.0( 4( 16.4( 38:62(TiN4Ni( Floating( Room(temp( 26.6( 37.6( 31.6( 4.2( 40:60(TiN4Ni( 4200( Room(temp( 30.3( 37.4( 32.3( 0( 45:55(TiN4Ni( Floating( 250( 25.4( 31.7( 29.5( 13.4( 44:56(TiN4Ni( Floating( 500( 25.9( 32.6( 23.8( 17.7( 44:56((((
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4.5 X>ray,diffraction,(Figure(4.2(shows(x4ray(diffractograms(((XRD)(of(all(the(films.(It(should(be(noted(that(all(of(the(diffractograms(show(a(high(intensity(peak(at(approximately(70(°(which(originates(from( the( silicon( substrate.( Note( that( each( diffractogram(was( normalised( to( the(most(intense(peak(originating(from(the(film.(((The(diffractogram(from(the(TiNi( film((Figure(4.2((a))(was( found(to(exhibit(broad,( low(intensity( peaks( indicating( that( the( film( is( highly( disordered.( The( most( prominent(feature( is( at( approximately( 42°( and( could( not( be( indexed( to( any( specific( phase.( A(similar(result(was(previously( found( for(TiNi( thin( films(deposited(at( low(bias(using(an(unfiltered( cathodic( arc( [21].( The(most( intense( peak( in( the( diffractogram( for( the( film(deposited(in(N2(at(floating(potential4room(temperature((Figure(4.2((b))(is(the({200}(TiN(peak,(indicating(that(the(TiN(phase(has(a(preferred(orientation.(The(asymmetry(of(the(TiN({200}(peak(suggests(the(presence(of(some(crystalline(Ni({111}.(The(surface(energy(minimisation(model( by(Hultman( et( al( [22],( and( later(Knuyt( [23],( predicts( that( atoms(will(arrange(into(crystalline(planes(with(the(lowest(possible(surface(energy(as(the(film(grows.(In(the(case(of(TiN,(the({200}(planes(have(the(lowest(surface(energy(per(unit(area(and(therefore(this(model(predicts(that(the({200}(preferred(orientation(will(be(favoured(as(observed(in(Figure(4.2((b).((At(a(substrate(bias(of(4200(V((Figure(4.2((c))(peaks(for(both(the(TiN(and(Ni(phases(are(more(clearly(evident.(This(indicates(that(substrate(bias(promotes(crystallisation(of(both(phases.(At(4500(V((Figure(4.2((c))(the(main(peaks(observed(are(the({111}(reflections(for(both(TiN(and(Ni.(The(change(in(preferred(orientation(of(the(TiN(from({200}(to({111}(at(high( bias( can( be( explained( by( the( differences( in( sputter( yield( for( these( different(orientations.( Sputter( yield( is( inversely( proportional( to( surface( energy( [24],(consequently( the( film( is( expected( to( grow(with( the( TiN( {111}( planes( parallel( to( the(substrate(surface(under(high(bias(conditions.((At(a(substrate(temperature(of(250(°C,(the(XRD(diffractorgram((Figure(4.2(e))(is(similar(to(the(thin(film(deposited(at(room(temperature((Figure(4.2(a)).(However,(for(this(thin(
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4.6 Microstructure,(Cross4sectional( transmission( electron( microscopy( (TEM)( images( of( all( the( films( are(shown(in(Figure(4.3((bright(field)(and(Figure(4.4((dark(field).(The(film(deposited(in(Ar((Figure(4.3((a))(shows(an(amorphous(microstructure,(in(agreement(with(the(XRD.(This(departure(from(the(usual(structure(zone(diagram(prediction(is(evidently(related(to(the(fact( that(Ti( and(Ni(have(only( limited( solid( solubility.(The(highly(disordered(nature(of(this( film(was( confirmed( in( the( selected( area( diffraction( pattern( and( dark( field( image(shown(in(Figure(4.4((a).(The(film(deposited(at( floating(potential4room(temperature( in(N2( (Figure( 4.3( (b))( exhibits( a( very( fine4grained( microstructure,( which( is( uniform(throughout( the( thickness( of( the( film.( The( diffraction( pattern( for( this( film( (Figure( 4.4((b))( showed( preferred( orientation( in( which( the( {200}( TiN( planes( are( aligned(perpendicular( to( the( direction( of( film( growth.( The( dark( field( image( taken( from( this(reflection(highlights(these(crystallites(and(shows(a(fine(structure(with(crystals(<10(nm(in(size.(No(evidence(of(crystalline(Ni(was(observed(in(the(diffraction(pattern,(suggesting(that(the(bulk(of(the(Ni(is(present(in(a(highly(disordered(form.((The( effect( of( applying( a( substrate( bias( of( 4200( V( on( the(microstructure( is( shown( in(Figure(4.3((c)(and(Figure(4.4((c).(The(bright(field(image((Figure(4.3((c))(shows(a(coarser(microstructure( than( the( thin( film(prepared(at( floating(potential( (Figure(4.3( (b)).(This(film(also(exhibits(a({200}(preferred(orientation(for(the(TiN((Figure(4.4((c)).(Reflections(from(crystalline(Ni(are(observed(in(the(diffraction(pattern(in(agreement(with(the(XRD.(The(dark(field(image(shows(that(this(thin(film(grows(with(a(fine(grain(structure,(similar(to(the(thin(film(deposited(at(floating(potential,(for(approximately(the(first(50(nm,(which(then(gives(way(to(a(coarser(microstructure(for(the(remainder(of(the(film(growth.(This(change( in(growth(may(be(due( to( ion(bombardment( from( the(higher( substrate(bias( in(combination( with( some( heating( of( the( substrate( as( the( thin( film( grows.( When( the(applied(substrate(bias(is(increased(to(4500(V(a(further(coarsening(of(grain(structure(is(observed((Figure(4.3((d)(and(Figure(4.4((d)).(The(diffraction(pattern(shows(the(change(in(preferred(orientation(from(TiN({200}(to(TiN({111}(consistent(with(the(XRD.(((
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Figure, 4.3:, Bright, field, TEM, images, of, the, films, deposited, at, (a), floating, potential>room,
temperature,in,Ar,only,and,the,films,prepared,in,N2,at,(b),floating,potential>room,temperature,,







Figure, 4.4:, Dark, field, TEM, images, with, inset, diffraction, patterns, of, the, films, deposited, at, (a),
floating, potential>room, temperature, in, Ar, only, and, the, films, prepared, in, N2, at, (b), floating,
potential>room, temperature,, (c), >200, V, bias>room, temperature,, (d), >500, V, bias>room,










Figure,4.5:,Pseudo, colour,EFTEM,element,maps,of, the, films,deposited,at, (a), floating,potential>
room, temperature, in, Ar, only, and, the, films, prepared, in, N2, at, (b), floating, potential>room,









Figure, 4.6:, SEM, images, of, the, films,deposited, at, (a), floating, potential>room, temperature, in,Ar,
only, and, the, films, prepared, in, N2, at, (b), floating, potential>room, temperature,, (c), >200, V, bias>





Figure,4.7:,AFM, images,of, the, films,deposited, at, (a), floating,potential>room, temperature, in,Ar,
only, and, the, films, prepared, in, N2, at, (b), floating, potential>room, temperature,, (c), >200, V, bias>





4.8 Stress,,hardness,and,ductility,(The(intrinsic(stress(of(all(the(thin(films(is(shown(in(Table(4.1.(The(film(deposited(in(Ar(exhibited(a(low(compressive(stress(of(0.6(GPa.(Under(reactive(deposition(conditions(in(N2,(the(compressive(stress(was(the(highest(of(all(the(TiN4Ni(film(at(floating(potential4room(temperature(with(a(value(of(2.4(GPa.(This(increase(in(compressive(stress(correlates(with(a(microstructural(change(from(a(disordered(metallic(film(to(a(fine(scale(nanocomposite(TiN4Ni(film.(As(the(applied(substrate(bias(was(increased,(there(was(a(decrease(in(compressive(stress(to(0.5(GPa(for(4200(V(bias(and(0.3(GPa(for(4500(V(bias.(This(decrease(in(compressive(residual(stress(is(again(associated(with(further(changes(in(microstructure,(in(which(there(is(clear(resolution(of(Ni(and(TiN(phases(and(the(Ni(is(now(crystalline.(This(suggests(that(the(crystalline(Ni(phase(relieves(internal(stresses(by(plastic(deformation.(The(films(deposited(at(elevated(temperature(also(exhibited(changes(in(stress(when(compared(to(the(film(deposited(at(room(temperature.(At(250(°C,(the(film(exhibits(a(compressive(stress(of(0.7(GPa,(similar(to(that(observed(for(the(film(deposited(at(4200(V(substrate(bias(and(both(films(exhibit(similar(microstructures.(When(the(substrate(is(heated(to(500(°C(the(highly(porous(microstructure(leads(to(a(change(in(residual(stress(from(compressive(to(tensile(with(a(value(of(40.5(GPa.(((The(hardness(of(the(thin(films(measured(using(nanoindentation((Table(4.1)(was(directly(correlated( to( the( changes( in( microstructure.( The( film( deposited( in( Ar( exhibited( a(hardness( value( of( 7.4( GPa( while( the( equivalent( film( deposited( in( a( N2( atmosphere(exhibited( a( much( higher( hardness( value( of( 17.0( GPa.( Evidently,( this( increase( in(hardness( is( associated( with( the( generation( of( the( fine( grain( size( of( the( ceramic( TiN(phase.(Clearly,(the(presence(of(the(Ni(phase(modifies(the(hardness(of(the(TiN(since(the(equivalent( TiN( film( had( a( hardness( of( 32.0( GPa.( The( effect( of( substrate( bias( was( a(reduction( in(hardness(to(15.8(GPa(at( 4200(V(and(13.3(GPa(at( 4500(V.(This(decrease( in(hardness( is(again(consistent(with(the(changes( in(microstructure(observed,( that( is,( the(formation(of(crystalline(Ni(and(the(separation(of(the(two(phases(TiN(and(Ni.(((Heating( the( substrate( also( caused( a( decrease( in( hardness( to( 13.9( GPa( when( the(substrate(was(substrate( is(heated(to(250(°C(and(a(further(decrease(in(hardness(to(4.8(
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GPa(when(the(substrate(was(heated(to(500(°C.(The(trend(of(decreasing(hardness(with(increase( in( temperature( corresponds( to( the( increase( in( the(Ni( crystal( size.(Again,( the(similar(microstructure(generated(at(4200(V(bias(and(at(250(°C(yielded(similar(hardness(values(while(the(large(drop(in(hardness(for(the(thin(film(fabricated(at(500(°C(is(clearly(related(to(the(large(crystals(of(Ni(and(highly(porous(microstructure(observed.(The(TiN4Ni(nanocomposite(films(prepared(here(exhibit(higher(hardness(values((maximum(17.0(GPa)( than( those( previously( reported( for( TiN4Ni( thin( films( deposited( by( magnetron(sputtering( [16]( (maximum( 10.5( GPa).( The( higher( hardness( values( observed( in( this(study( are( the( result( of( producing( thin( films( from( the(more( energetic,( 100%( ionised(plasma(present(in(FCVA.((Hardness(of(a(material(is(a(measure(of(strength([25](whereas(toughness(is(a(measure(of(the(resistance(of(a(material(to(the(propagation(of(a(crack.(If,(as(was(found(in(the(present(study,(it( is(difficult(to(generate(cracks(in(thin(films(designed(to(resist(crack(formation,(then(a(measure(to(compare(the(ductility(of(materials(may(be(useful.(D(for(all(thin(films(are( shown( in( Table( 4.1( (calculated( using( equation( 2.8)( and( load4unload( curves( for(selected(TiN4Ni(thin(films(and(the(TiN(thin(film(are(shown(in(Figure(4.8.(The(TiNi(thin(film(exhibited(a(D(value(of(0.56(in(comparison(to(the(TiN(thin(film,(which(exhibited(the(lowest(D( of( 0.26.( The( ductility( index( is( higher( for( the( TiN4Ni( thin( film( deposited( at(floating(potential4room(temperature(with(a(value(of(0.39(showing(that(the(inclusion(of(a( disordered( Ni( phase( increases( the( ductility.( An( applied( substrate( bias( of( 4200( V(increases(D(to(0.49,(indicating(that(the(film(containing(a(crystalline(phase(of(Ni(is(more(ductile(than(one(containing(a(disordered(phase(of(Ni.(The(thin(film(deposited(at(4500(V(bias(exhibits(a(slightly(reduced(D(value(of(0.43,(due(to(the(segregation(of(the(TiN(and(Ni(phases.(The(films(deposited(on(heated(substrates(showed(D(values(of(0.44(and(0.56(for(films(deposited(at(250(°C(and(500(°C,(respectively.(This(increase(in(ductility(index(can(be( explained( by( the( increase( in( Ni( crystallite( sizes( observed( at( elevated( substrate(temperatures.((((
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characterisation of  
thin f i lms fabricated  
using novel cathodes 
!
!
In! this! chapter,! the! use! of! cold3spray! technology! to! produce! new! cathode!materials! for!
physical! vapour! deposition! applications! is! explored! with! the! aim! of! producing! new!
nanocomposite!thin!films!with!properties!suitable!as!either!grading!layers!or!top!layers!in!
functionally!graded!coatings.!This!chapter!is!presented!in!two!sections,!the!first!contains!
results! of! initial! studies! of! different! cathode! designs/compositions! and! the! second!













































(mm)!Ti<Ni(CS)( Ti( Ni( 35( 600( Long( 2( 5( 15(SS<Ti(CS)( Stainless(steel( Ti( 40( 700( Long( 2( 5( 15(HSS<Ti(CS)( HSS( Ti( 33( 720( Short( 1.9( 1( 20((




5.3.1 Titanium(with(cold;sprayed(nickel((Ti;Ni(CS))(cathode((Ti( and( Ni( were( selected( for( the( first( test( cathode( materials( to( determine( if(nanocomposite(films,(such(as(those(presented(in(Chapter(4,(were(able(to(be(produced(from(a(multi<element(cathode(produced(by(cold<spray.((
5.3.1.1 (Arc(operation(and(cathode((For(the(fabrication(of(films(in(this(section,(the(FCVA(was(operated(with(an(arc(current(of(100(A(and(the(double(bend(filter(was(electrically(floating.(Photographs(of(the(cathode((a)(before(and((b)(after(running( in(the(FCVA(are(shown(in(Figure(5.3.(A(thin(film(was(produced(with(Ar(gas(at(a(run(pressure(of(0.2(Pa.(The(arc(discharge(was(stable(at(the(beginning( of( deposition,( however( it( became( increasingly( unstable( and( so( deposition(was(stopped.(It(is(observed(in(Figure(5.3(b)(that(the(cold<sprayed(Ni(rings(were(ablated(more( than( the( solid( titanium.( This( is( an( indication( that( the( film( produced( from( this(cathode(may(contain(a(larger(percentage(of(Ni(than(Ti.(The(roughening(of(the(surface(of(the(Ni(component(could(be(responsible( for( the(arc(spot(extinguishing(and(the(plasma(becoming(more(unstable.(No( cracking(was( observed( for( the( cold<sprayed( component(indicating( that( this( cathode(design(has(more(potential( for( application( in( cathodic( arc(than( the( layer( on( a( copper( base( design( (Figure( 5.1),( however,( the( instability( of( the(plasma(suggests(that(the(combination(of(materials(may(not(be(suitable.((
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5.3.2 Stainless(steel(with(cold;sprayed(titanium((SS;Ti(CS))(cathode((Stainless( steel( (SS)( and(Ti(were( selected( as( the( two( components( of( the( next( cathode(tested.(As(described(in(Chapter(3,(SS(coatings(have(been(previously(investigated(and(it(is(known(that(a(phase(change( from(body<centered(cubic( (BCC)( to( face<centered(cubic((FCC)(structure(is(observed(when(deposited(reactively(with(N2(and(more(than(20(at.(%(nitrogen(is(incorporated.(The(addition(of(FCC(TiN(to(this(structure(could(form(a(suitable(grading(layer(near(the(top(of(a(functionally(graded(coating,(leading(neatly(to(a(pure(TiN(top<coat.((
5.3.2.1 (Arc(operation(and(cathode(The(FCVA(was(operated(with(an(arc(current(of(100(A(and(the(double(bend(filter(was(at(floating(potential(during( this( initial( study.(Photographs(of( the( cathode( (a)(before(and((b)(after(running(in(the(FCVA(are(shown(in(Figure(5.5.(It( is(observed(in(Figure(5.5((b)(that(the(stainless(steel(areas(of(the(cathode(material(are(more(ablated(than(the(Ti(rings(suggesting(that(the(films(produced(may(be(stainless(steel(rich.(Similar(to(the(Ti<Ni(CS)(cathode,(no(cracking(of(the(cold<spray(component(was(observed,(however(some(lifting(of(the(second(Ti(ring(was(evident(possibly(causing(the(arc(spot(to(run(in(the(stainless(steel(groove(underneath.((
(




5.3.2.2 (Thin(film(results(Two( thin( films( were( produced( using( the( SS<Ti(CS)( cathode( under( non<reactive( (Ar(only)( and( reactive( deposition( conditions( (with( N2).( A( summary( of( deposition(parameters(and(film(properties(is(shown(in(Table(5.2.((













(GPa)(Ar((100%)( 0.03( 230( 65( 0.7( 1.4( 11.6(Ar((7%),(N2((93%)( 0.2( 190( 30( 0.6( 0.7( 11.0((The( deposition( rate( for( the( film( deposited( in( Ar( atmosphere( was( 65( nm/min.( A(decrease( in(deposition(rate(to(30(nm/min(was(observed(with(the(addition(of(reactive(N2(gas(attributed(to(the(overall(increase(in(pressure(and(the(number(of(gas(molecules(in(the(chamber(decreasing(the(number(of(ions(reaching(the(substrate.(((Elemental(concentrations( for(each( film(are(shown( in(Table(5.3(and(depth(profiles(are(shown(in(Figure(5.6.(The(thin(films(deposited(from(the(SS<Ti(CS)(cathode(contained(all(the(elements(present(in(the(cathode.(Both(films(contain(only(approximately(1(at.(%(Ti,(which( confirms( that( the( stainless( steel( component( of( the( cathode(was( preferentially(ablated.( This( is( probably( a( result( of( the( lower( cohesive( energy( of( Fe( compared( to(Ti([11],(but(may(also(be( related( to( the( surface(area(of( the(cathode(being(predominantly(stainless( steel.( This( cathode( composition/design( could( be( useful( if( a( very( low(concentration(of(Ti/TiN(was(required.((
Table( 5.3:( Nominal( elemental( composition( of( films( produced( from( stainless( steel/cold;sprayed(
titanium(cathode,(with(and(without(nitrogen(gas.(( At(%(of(element(
Gas( Fe( Cr( Ni( O( Mo( Ti( N(
Ar( 63.0(±(1.6( 23.0(±(0.8( 4.4(±(0.3( 7.1(±(0.7( 1.5(±(0.1( 0.9(±(0.4( <(
N2( 58.1(±(1.4( 16.9(±(0.9( 3.9(±(0.3( 4.3(±(0.5( 0.8(±(0.2( 1.4(±(0.2( 14.6(±(0.7((
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Figure(5.7:(AFM(images(of( the( films(deposited( from(the(SS;Ti(CS)(cathode( in((a)(Ar(only(and((b)(
Ar/N2.((
5.3.3 High( speed( steel( with( cold;sprayed( titanium( (HSS;Ti(CS))(
cathode((High(speed(steel((HSS)(and(Ti(were(selected(for(this(cathode,(as(nanocomposite(thin(films(of(HSS(with(Ti/Ti(N)(may(present(useful(properties(for(use(as(grading(layers(between(HSS(and(ceramics,(such(as(pure(TiN,(in(functionally(graded(coatings(or(as(stand<alone(tribological(coatings.((
5.3.3.1 (Arc(operation(and(cathode(





Figure( 5.8:( High( speed( steel( with( cold;sprayed( titanium( (a)( before( and( (b)( after( use.( Cathode(
diameter=68mm.((




















Grounded( 0.02( 270( 9( 0.9( 0.5(±(0.2( 10.7(±(0.2(Floating( 0.03( 265( 88( 0.7( 0.6(±(0.2( 11.0(±(0.2(
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(The( XPS( depth( profile( for( the( thin( film( deposited( with( the( double( bend( electrically(grounded(is(shown(in(Figure(5.9.((It(is(observed(that(the(depth(profile(does(not(plateau(as(was(previously(observed(for(other(thin(films(in(this(thesis(deposited(with(no(applied(substrate(bias,(but(rather(there(are(constant(variations(in(the(concentration(of(Fe((~30<45( at.(%),( Ti( (~15<25( at.(%),( C( (~5<10( at.(%)( and(O( (~15<25( at.(%)( throughout( the(thickness( of( the( thin( film.( Small( amounts( of( Cr( (~2.6( at.(%),(Mo( (~2.0( at.(%)( and(W((~1.3( at.( %)( are( also( present( in( this( thin( film( with( mostly( constant( concentration(throughout(the(entire(depth.(The(high(levels(of(oxygen(are(attributed(to(the(presence(of(Ti(which(is(a(well<known(oxygen(getter.(



























grounded.((A(cross(sectional(transmission(electron(microscope((TEM)(image(of(the(film(deposited(in(Ar(atmosphere(with(the(double(bend(filter(electrically(grounded(is(shown(in(Figure(5.10.(Throughout(the(depth(of(the(film,(there(are(many(distinct(layers(observed(parallel(to( the(silicon(substrate.(The( layers(are(approximately(20(nm(thick,(do(not(have(clean(edges( and( are( uniformly( distributed( though( the(majority( of( the( film,( but( appear( less(uniform(at(the(beginning(of(film(growth.(There(is(no(evidence(of(columnar(grain(growth(in( this( film,( as( was( previously( observed( for( the( films( deposited( from( the( HSS( only(cathode( at( floating( potential( in( Chapter( 3.( The( inset( diffraction( pattern( confirms( the(
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highly(disordered(structure(of(this(thin(film(as(it(shows(diffuse(rings.(This(indicates(that(the( inclusion( of( titanium( causes( a( transition( from( fine( columnar( grain( growth( to( a(highly( disordered( microstructure( for( HSS( thin( films( deposited( at( room( temperature(with(no(applied(substrate(bias.((A( cross( sectional( EDS(map( of( this( film( obtained( in( the( TEM( is( shown( in( Figure( 5.11(where(the(distributions(of(Fe(and(Ti(are(shown(in(red(and(blue(respectively.(The(EDS(map( highlights( the( layers( observed( in( Figure( 5.10( and( confirms( the( variations( in(elemental(concentration(as(observed(in(the(XPS(depth(profile((Figure(5.9).(One(possible(explanation( for( the( layering( is( that( the( arc( spot( alternates( between( running(predominantly(on(the(HSS(and(Ti(material.(Another(possible(reason(for(the(layering(is(that(phase(segregation(occurs(as(the(film(grows.((((
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Figure( 5.12:( XPS( depth( profile( for( the( HSS;Ti( film( deposited( with( the( double( bend( filter(




Figure( 5.13:( AFM( images( of( the( films( deposited( with( the( double( bend( filter( (a)( electrically(
grounded(and((b)(electrically(floating.(
5.3.4 Summary(In( these( initial( investigations,( designs( for( producing( cathodes( for( PVD( applications(comprising( both( a( solid( component( and( a( cold<spray( component,( were( tested( in( the(FCVA(system.(Thin(films(were(produced(from(three(different(cathode(combinations;(Ti<Ni(CS),(SS<Ti(CS)(and(HSS<Ti(CS).((It(was(found(that(the(Ti<Ni(CS)(cathode(became(increasingly(unstable(when(running(in(the(FCVA(and(the(cold<sprayed(Ni(component(of(the(cathode(was(preferentially(ablated.(Due(to(the( instability(of( the(cathode(only(a(single,(very(thin(film(was(produced(which(contained( a( high( percentage( of( Ni( with( only( approximately( 5( at.( %( Ti.( The( cathode(instability( and( low( concentration( of( Ti( indicated( that( the( Ti<Ni(CS)( cathode(was( not(suitable(for(producing(nanocomposite(thin(films.((In(the(case(of(the(SS<Ti(CS)(cathode,(the(cathode(was(reasonable(stable(when(running(in(he( FCVA( and( the( solid( stainless( steel( component( of( the( cathode( was( preferentially(ablated.(The(films(produced(contained(only(approximately(1(at.(%(Ti.(Although(the(SS<Ti(CS)(cathode(ran(in(the(FCVA(with(more(stability(than(the(Ti<Ni(CS)(cathode,( it(was(only( suitable( for(producing(nanocomposites(with(a(very( low(concentration(of(Ti.(The(HSS<Ti(CS)( cathode( was( the( most( stable( of( all( three( cathodes( when( running( in( the(FCVA.(It(was(found(that(the(deposition(rate(of(the(films(depended(on(the(electrical(state(of(the(double(bend(filter(with(a(higher(deposition(rate(observed(when(the(filter(was(at(floating(potential(than(when(it(was(grounded(due(to(a(reduction(in(plasma(losses(to(the(earthed(walls( of( the( filter( duct.( It(was( observed( that( this( increase( in( deposition( rate(
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lead(to(a(decrease(in(the(concentration(of(the(heavier(alloying(elements(and(C.(The(film(deposited( with( the( double( bend( filter( electrically( grounded( exhibited( an( overall(disordered(microstructure(with( a(multilayer( structure(where( the( concentration( of( Ti(and(Fe(constantly(varied( throughout( the(depth(of( the( film(and(an(overall(decrease( in(Fe/increase(in(Ti(towards(the(center(of(the(film(was(observed.(This(multilayer(structure(was(not(observed(for(the(film(deposited(with(the(double(bend(filter(electrically(floating,(although( the( decrease( in( Fe/increase( in( Ti( towards( the( center( of( the( film( was( still(observed.( The( differences( in( composition( and( microstructure( did( not( affect( the(properties,(with(both(films(exhibiting(similar(stress(and(hardness(values.(((((((((((((((((((((((
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5.4 High(speed(steel;titanium(nitride(thin(films((As( the( thin( films( deposited( from( the( HSS<Ti(CS)( cathode( contained( reasonable(concentrations( of( both( major( cathode( components,( further( studies( on( reactively(deposited( thin( films( fabricated( from( this( cathode( were( performed.( Given( that( the(electrical( state( of( the(double(bend( filter(did(not( affect( the(properties( of( the( resulting(thin(film,(here(the(depositions(were(performed(with(the(double(bend(filter(electrically(floating(as(it(provided(a(much(higher(deposition(rate.(In(addition,(the(higher(deposition(rate(appeared(to(discourage(layering(in(the(film(and(therefore(resulted(in(a(film(with(a(more(constant(composition(as(a(function(of(depth.(



























HSS=Ti( Floating( Room(temp.( 265( 88( 0.5( 0.6( 11.0( 0.50( 3.2(x(10=5(HSS=TiN( Floating( Room(temp.( 160( 64( 0.3( 1.3( 12.3( 0.46( 2.3(x(10=5(HSS=TiN( Floating( 250( 260( 52( 0.3( 1.3( 13.0( 0.45( 2.1(x(10=5(HSS=TiN( Floating( 500( 200( 40( 0.8( =0.4( 17.4( 0.36( 1.8(x(10=5(HSS=TiN( =100( Room(temp.( 200( 50( 0.3( 2.3( 14.3( 0.41( 2.1(x(10=5(HSS=TiN( =200( Room(temp.( 285( 48( 0.5( 2.1( 16.4( 0.37( 9.1(x(10=6(HSS=TiN( =300( Room(temp.( 255( 38( 0.9( 1.5( 15.6( 0.37( 2.2(x(10=5(HSS=TiN( =400( Room(temp.( 265( 38( 0.9( 1.4( 16.6( 0.36( 1.6(x(10=5(HSS=TiN( =500( Room(temp.( 105( 35( 0.7( 2.1( 17.1( 0.33( 2.3(x(10=5(TiN( Floating( Room(temp.( 270( 50( 0.9( 6.4( 32.0( 0.26( 1.7(x(10=6(
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5.4.2 Deposition-rate-It( was( observed( that( the( deposition( rate( for( the( HSS?TiN( film( deposited( at( floating(potential?room( temperature( was( 64( nm/min,( which( was( lower( than( the( test( film(deposited(in(Ar(which(had(a(deposition(rate(of(88(nm/min.(This(decrease(in(deposition(rate(is(attributed(to(the(change(in(pressure(due(to(the(overall( increased(number(of(gas(molecules(in(the(chamber(decreasing(the(number(of(ions(reaching(the(substrate.(A(graph(of(deposition(rate(versus(substrate(bias,( for( the(HSS?TiN(thin( films,( is(shown(in(Figure(5.14.( It( is( observed( that( the(deposition( rate(decreases( as( the( applied( substrate(bias( is(increased(likely(due(to(increased(sputtering(at(the(substrate(at(higher(bias.(A(decrease(in(deposition(rate(was(also(observed(when(thin(films(were(deposited(on(heated(substrates(due(to(the(increased(mobility(of(the(incident(ions(leading(to(some(atoms(gaining(enough(energy(to(remain(mobile(and(therefore(leaving(the(substrate.(((



































Fe- Ti- N- O- Cr- Mo- W/V/C-
HSS?Ti( Floating( Room(temp.( 54( 24( ?( 15( 5( 2( <1(HSS?TiN( Floating( Room(temp.( 44( 20( 15( 17( 3( 1( <1(HSS?TiN( Floating( 250( 45( 21( 19( 11( 3( 1( <1(HSS?TiN( Floating( 500( 52( 17( 17( 10( 3( 1( <1(HSS?TiN( ?100( Room(temp.( 48( 17( 21( 9( 3( 1( <1(HSS?TiN( ?200( Room(temp.( 48( 18( 20( 9( 3( 1( <1(HSS?TiN( ?300( Room(temp.( 46( 19( 21( 10( 2( 1( <1(HSS?TiN( ?400( Room(temp.( 47( 19( 21( 8( 3( 1( <1(((
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Figure- 5.16:- AFM- images- of- the- HSS=TiN- thin- films- deposited- at- (a)- floating- potential=room-
temperature,- (b)- =100- V=room- temperature,- (c)- =200- V=room- temperature,- (d)- =300- V=room-




5.4.5 X=ray-diffraction-(Figure(5.17(shows(x?ray(diffractograms((XRD)(of(selected(films.(It(was(observed(that(the(film(deposited(at(room(temperature(and(floating(potential((Figure(5.17(a))(shows(peaks(for(body?centered(cubic((BCC)(Fe(with(a(low(intensity(peak(for({220}(TiN,(indicating(that(both(phases(are(present.(The(diffractograms(for(films(deposited(at(biases(of(?100(V,(?200(V,( ?300( V( and( ?500( V( (Figure( 5.17(b?e))( exhibit( an( intense( peak( for( {220}( TiN( and( a(broad( peak( between( 42( and( 45°( in( the( region( for( {200}( TiN( and( {110}( BCC( Fe.( This(indicates(that(the(application(of(bias(alters(the(microstructure(to(one(in(which(the(TiN(content( has( become( more( ordered( and( has( grown( with( a( preferred( crystallographic(orientation.(The(film(deposited(at(500(°C(shows(intense(peaks(for(BCC(Fe,(however(does(not(show(the({220}(TiN(peak(indicating(an(increase(in(order(in(the(BCC(Fe(phase(and(a(change( crystallographic( orientation( in( the( TiN( phase.( Several( low( intensity( peaks( are(observed( between( 45( and( 60°( which( may( be( attributed( to( various( oxide( species(expected(to(be(present(in(low(concentrations(in/near(the(surface(of(the(films.(((
(
Figure-5.17:-XRD-diffractograms-for-films-deposited-at-room-temperature-at-(a)-floating-potential,-




























Figure-5.21:-EFTEM-elemental-maps-of- the- films-deposited-at- (a)- room-temperature-and- floating-
potential-and-(b)-room-temperature-and-=500-V.-Ti-is-shown-in-green,-N-in-red,-and-Fe-in-blue.-(
5.4.7 Residual-stress,-hardness-and-Ductility-(Figure(5.22(shows(plots(of((a)(stress,((b)(hardness(and((c)(ductility(index(of(the(HSS?TiN(films(as(a(function(of(applied(substrate(bias(and(the(values(are(shown(in(Table(5.5.( (All(the(films(deposited(at(room(temperature(exhibited(compressive(stress(values.(At(floating(potential,(the(film(exhibits(a(low(stress(value(of(1.3(GPa(which(increases(to(2.3(GPa(when(a( substrate( bias( of( ?100( V( is( applied.(When( a( substrate( bias( of( ?200( V( is( applied,( the(stress(decreases(again(to(2.1(GPa(and(continues(to(decrease(to(1.5(GPa(and(1.4(GPa(for(?300(V(and( ?400(V( respectively.(The(stress(values(up( to( ?400(V( follow(a( trend( that(has(previously(been(observed(for(other(types(of(thin(films,(including(metallic(films(and(TiN([12?14].(When(a(substrate(bias(of(?500(V(is(applied(there(is(an(increase(in(stress(to(2.1(GPa(and(is(probably(due(to(the(higher(concentration(of(the(ceramic(TiN(phase(closer(to(the( substrate( (observed( in( the(XPS( ?(Figure(5.15( (e))( and( the(different(microstructure(observed(for(this(film(in(the(TEM((Figure(5.18((g)(and((h)).(((The(film(deposited(at(floating(potential(exhibits(a(hardness(value(of(12.3(GPa(and(there(was(an(increase(in(hardness(to(14.3(GPa(for(the(film(deposited(at(?100(V(bias(probably(caused(by(the(change(in(microstructure(from(nanocrystalline(to(fine(columnar(structure.(A(hardness(value(of(16.4(GPa(is(observed(for(the(film(deposited(with(a(substrate(bias(of(?200( V,( probably( due( to( the( further( change( in( microstructure( indicated( by( the( AFM((Figure(5.16((c)).(All( films(deposited(with(substrate(biases(between(?200(V(and(?500(V(
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exhibited(similar(average(hardness(values(ranging(between(approximately(15.4(and(17.1(GPa(showing(that(the(changes(in(microstructure(observed(did(not(significantly(affect(the(hardness(properties(of(the(film.((The( ductility( index( is( 0.46( for( the( film( deposited( at( floating( potential( that( decreases(slightly(to(0.41(when(a(bias(of(?100(V(is(applied(as(the(films(become(more(crystalline(and(preferred(orientation( increases.(The( films(become( less(ductile(when(higher(biases( are(applied(with(a(low(of(0.36(at(?500(V.(((
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Figure( 5.23( shows( plots( of( (a)( stress( and( (b)( hardness( as( a( function( of( substrate(temperature.(It(is(observed(that(the(film(deposited(with(a(substrate(temperature(of(250(°C( exhibits( similar( stress,( hardness( and(ductility( index( values( to( the( film(deposited( at(room( temperature.(As(heating( the( substrate( to(250( °C(had( little( effect(on( the(physical(properties( of( the( film,( the( similar(microstructure( suggested( by( the(AFM( is( confirmed.(When(the(substrate(temperature(was(increased(to(500(°C,(the(stress(transitioned(from(compressive(to(slightly(tensile(as(previously(observed(for(both(HSS((Chapter(3)(and(TiN?Ni((Chapter(4)(thin(films(deposited(at(this(temperature(throughout(this(thesis.(At(500(°C(the(film(also(exhibits(similar(properties(to(the(films(deposited(at(high(bias((?400(V(to(?500( V)(with( a( hardness( value( of( 17.4( GPa( and( ductility( index( of( 0.36.( This( change( in(properties,( when( compared( to( the( films( deposited( at( ≤( 250( °C,( is( prompted( by( the(increase( in( preferred( orientation( of( crystals( in( the( film( and( a( transition( to( a( more(extensive(grain(structure,(observed(in(the(TEM((Figure(5.19((a)(and((b)).(((
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5.4.8 Wear-resistance-(As( all( the( HSS?TiN( films( had( low( surface( roughness( (<1( nm)( wear( testing( was(performed,(as(described(in(Section(2.11.(A(graph(of(the(wear(rate(as(a(function(of(applied(substrate(bias(for(the(HSS?TiN(films(is(shown(in(Figure(5.25.(The(metallic(HSS?Ti(and(TiN(films(are(included(for(comparison.(The(HSS?Ti(film(showed(the(most(wear(of(all(the(films(and(the(TiN(film(wore(at(the( lowest(rate.(All(of(the(HSS?TiN(films(exhibited(wear(rates(between(these(two(extreme(cases.(The(films(deposited(at( floating(potential(and(?100(V(bias(exhibited(similar(wear,(indicating(that(the(change(in(microstructure(had(no(impact(on(wear(resistance.(The(film(deposited(at(?200(V(substrate(bias(exhibited(the(best(wear(resistance(of(all(the(HSS?TiN(films,(in(combination(with(reasonably(high(hardness,(lower(stress( and(higher(ductility( than(TiN.(These(properties(may(make( this( film( suitable( for(use(as(a(stand?alone(tribological(coating.(The(films(deposited(at(higher(bias((?300(V(to(?500(V)( exhibited(a(higher(wear( rate,( possibly( a( result( of( the( small( increase( in( surface(roughness(observed(in(the(AFM.((
(




5.5 Conclusion-In(this(chapter,(investigations(were(carried(out(to(determine(the(suitability(of(different(cathodes(prepared(using(cold?spray(technology.(It(was(found(that(the(Ti?Ni(CS)(cathode(became( increasingly( unstable( when( running( in( the( FCVA( and( the( film( produced(contained( only( a( small( amount( of( Ti.( The( SS?Ti(CS)( cathode( was( more( stable( when(running(in(the(FCVA,(however(the(films(deposited(contained(only(approximately(1(at.(%(Ti.( The( HSS?Ti( cathode( was( the( most( successful( as( the( films( produced( contained( a(reasonable(concentration(of(both(major(cathode(components.(Due(to(the(success(of(the(HSS?Ti(CS)(cathode,(a(series(of(films(was(reactively(deposited(in(nitrogen(atmosphere(at(various(applied(substrate(bias(and(substrate(temperatures.((The( HSS?TiN( films( were( characterised( in( terms( of( microstructure( and( physical(properties.(All(the(films(contained(approximately(50(at.(%(Fe,(20(at.(%(Ti(and(20(at.(%(N(with(the(approximately(10(at.(%(remaining(made(up(of(oxygen(and(Cr(and(Mo(from(the(HSS(component.(It(was(found(that(the(microstructure(of(the(thin(films(was(dependent(on(the( substrate( bias( and( substrate( temperature.( At( floating( potential?room( temperature(the( film( exhibited( a( fine( nanocrystalline( microstructure,( an( increase( in( preferred(orientation(observed(for(the(film(deposited(at(substrate(biases(up(to(?400(V.(At(?500(V(bias,(a(higher(concentration(of(TiN(at(the(substrate(was(observed,(thought(to(be(due(to(a(diffusion(effect(due(to(the(high(energy(of(the(ions.(Increasing(the(substrate(temperature(to(500(°C(also(allowed(the(formation(of(a(film(with(strong(preferred(orientation,(an(effect(not(observed(at(or(below(250(°C.((The( properties( of( the( HSS?TiN( thin( films( varied( most( prominently( between( floating(potential(and(a(substrate(bias(of(?200(V.(These(films(present(useful(properties(and(may(be(suitable( for(use(as(part(of(a( functionally(graded(coating(between(HSS(tools(and(TiN(coatings(using(a(single(cathode.(For(example,(beginning(deposition(onto(a(HSS(tool(with(the(HSS?Ti(thin(film,(adding(N2(to(the(chamber(and(then(increasing(the(substrate(bias(to(?200( V.( This(would( enable( better( property(matching( at( the( tool?coating( interface.( The(HSS?TiN(film(deposited(at(?200(V(substrate(bias(exhibited(the(best(wear(resistance(of(all(the( HSS?TiN( films,( in( combination( with( reasonably( high( hardness,( lower( stress( and(
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higher( ductility( than( TiN.( These( properties( may( make( this( film( suitable( for( use( as( a(stand?alone(tribological(coating.((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
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6.1 Conclusions((Physical( vapour( deposited( (PVD)( ceramic( coatings( significantly( improved( economic(tool(life(when(they(were(first(adopted(for(use(on(industrial(cutting(tools(in(the(1980s.(The(limitations(of(these(ceramic(coatings,(including(brittleness(and(high(intrinsic(stress,(limit(their(thickness(and(durability,(leading(to(the(development(of(new(types(of(coatings(in(the(form(of(nanostructures,(multilayers(or(nanocomposites.(Another(approach(is(to(improving(ceramic(coatings(is(to(design(so(called(functionally(graded(coatings(in(which(the( coating( grades( smoothly( from( tool( steel( to( hard( topIlayer.( Functionally( graded(coatings(help(to(overcome(the(abrupt(property(mismatch(between(ductile(tool(steel(and(hard( ceramic( coatings( which( will( allow( thicker( coatings( to( be( deposited( leading( to(better(durability.(This(aim(of( this(thesis(was(to( investigate(thin( film(coating(materials(that( could( form( part( of( a( functionally( graded( coating.( A( variety( of( materials( were(investigated( with( a( focus( on( linking( fabrication( conditions( with( microstructure( and(physical(properties.(((((((
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Chapter(3(investigated(the(fabrication(and(characterisation(of(thin(films(deposited(from(an(M2(high(speed(steel((HSS)(cathode(using(filtered(cathodic(vacuum(arc((FCVA).(HSS(films( were( investigated( as( they( may( form( a( suitable( interlayer( as( a( first( step( in(producing(a(functionally(graded(coating(for(HSS(tools.((The(main(outcomes(of(this(chapter(were:(
1. Successful(deposition(of(HSS(thin(films.(HSS(thin(films(were(successfully(deposited(using(FCVA(and(the(effects(of(varying(the( deposition( energy( and( deposition( temperature( (nonIreactively( and(reactively)( were( investigated.( It( was( found( that( most( of( the( major( alloying(elements(were(transferred(from(the(cathode(to(the(deposited(films,(however(the(films(did(not(have(the(same(composition(as(the(cathode(due(to(differences(in(the(cohesive( energy( of( the( elements( in( the( cathode( and/or( transport( efficiency( of(different( species( through( the( double( bend( filter.( The( composition( was( also(dependent(on(the(deposition(conditions,(with(an(increase(in(sputtering(at(higher(bias(leading(increase(in(the(proportion(of(the(heavier(alloying(elements.((It(was(found(that(the(films(deposited(from(the(HSS(cathode(exhibited(a(range(of(microstructures(depending(on(the(deposition(conditions.(The( film(deposited( in(Ar( only( atmosphere( exhibited( a( fine( columnar( body( centered( cubic( (BCC)( Fe(structure,( which( was( retained( for( films( deposited( in( the( presence( of( N2.(Substrate( heating( to( 500! ̊C( gave( rise( to( the( development( of( a( coarser(microstructure( and( a( decrease( in( hardness.( ( This( change( in( structure( fits( the(conventional( interpretation( of( increased( atom( mobility( giving( rise( to( a( more(structured(surface,(as(reflected(in(the(results(for(surface(morphology.((
2. Discovery(of(an(amorphous(phase(of(HSS.(The(effect(of( increasing(applied(substrate(bias(voltage(was(the(development(of(an( amorphous( structure,( initially( in( the( region( adjacent( to( the( substrate( and(becoming( the( dominant( phase( at( I500V.( ( Detailed( characterisation( of( this(amorphous(HSS(phase(produced(a(radial(distribution(function(and(was(used(to(produce(a(realistic(structural(model(of(this(material(using(a(reverse(MonteICarlo(method.( A( potentially( interesting( aspect( of( this( amorphous( phase( is( that( it(
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contains( up( to( 11( at.( %( C( in( solid( solution( along( with( a( number( of( alloying(elements.((This(points(the(way(to(further(studies(in(which(post(annealing(could(be(conducted,(to(see(what(novel(phases(could(be(developed.(Such(an(amorphous(phase(may(prove(useful(where(a(“glassy”(metallic(material(is(required.(
((Chapter(4(investigated(the(synthesis(and(characterisation(of(TiNINi(thin(films(produced(using( FCVA.( TiNINi( was( selected( for( investigation( because( it( has( been( shown( to(increase( toughness(when(compared( to(pure(TiN.(Particular(microstructures(of(TiNINi(thin(films(may(be(ideal(materials(to(grade(from(ductile(tool(steel(to(a(hard(ceramic(top(layer(in(functionally(graded(coatings.(((The(main(outcomes(of(this(chapter(were:(
1. Successful(deposition(of(TiN>Ni(nanocomposite(thin(films(using(FCVA.(A(series(of(thin(films(was(deposited(from(a(50:50(at.(%(Ti:Ni(cathode(using(FCVA.(A( thin( film( with( an( amorphous( structure( formed( when( deposited( nonI(reactively.(This(departure( from( the(usual( structure(zone(diagram(prediction( is(evidently( related( to( the( fact( that( Ti( and( Ni( have( only( limited( solid( solubility.(Under(reactive(deposition(conditions(at( low(deposition(energies,(nanoIcrystals(of(TiN(were(observed(in(a(disordered(Ni(matrix.(An(increase(substrate(bias(to(I200(V(led(to(the(development(of(a(structure(containing(both(crystalline(TiN(and(crystalline(Ni.(Under(high(temperature(deposition(conditions,(larger(Ni(crystals(developed( and( led( an( open( porous( structure.( Direct( observation( of( film(microstructure( using( transmission( electron(microscopy( (TEM)( combined(with(energy( filtered( TEM( mapping( resulted( in( a( better( understanding( of( the(formation( of( TiNINi( nanocomposite( thin( films,( something( that( has( not( been(investigated(previously.(
(
2. Determination( of( structure>property( relationships( in( TiN>Ni(
nanocomposite(thin(films.((The( increase( in( Ni( crystal( size( observed( with( an( increase( in( bias( and(temperature( caused( a( reduction( in( stress( and( hardness( combined( with(increased( ductility( when( compared( to( the( film( deposited( at( low(
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energy/temperature.(The(TiNINi(film(deposited(at(I200(V(exhibited(a(structure(in(which(both(TiN(and(Ni(exhibited(fine(crystallites(of(similar(size.(All(of(the(TiNINi(nanocomposite(thin(films(exhibited(lower(hardness,( lower(stress(and(higher(ductility(than(a(pure(TiN(film(deposited(under(similar(conditions.(These(results(confirm( that( TiNINi( nanocomposite( thin( films( could( be( useful(materials(when(grading(properties(from(a(ductile(tool(steel(to(a(hard(ceramic(coating.(((Chapter(5( investigated(whether( it(was(possible(to(using(a(multiIelement(PVD(cathode(produced( using( coldIspray( technology( to( produce( nanocomposite( thin( films( using(FCVA.( Cathodes( produced( using( coldIspray( technology( could( enable( a( great( deal( of(flexibility(in(the(types(of(coatings(produced.((The(main(outcomes(of(this(chapter(were:(
1. Successful( deposition( of( thin( films( using( a( cathode( prepared( using( cold>
spray(technology.(Novel(multiIelement(cathodes(fabricated(using(cold(spray(technology(were(used(to( successfully( vapour( deposit( thin( films.( This( opens( the( avenue( for( potential(further(research(of(metastable(structures(in(thin(films(generated(from(cathodes(not(easily(fabricated(by(standard(powder(metallurgy(methods.((
2. Fabrication( and( characterisation( of( HSS>TiN( nanocomposite( thin( films(
using(a(cathode(produced(using(cold>spray(technology.(A( series( of( nanocomposite( thin( films( was( reactively( deposited( under( various(conditions,( from( a( HSSITi( cathode( prepared( using( coldIspray( technology.( The(HSSITiN( thin( films( exhibited( a( range( of( microstructures( depending( on( the(deposition( conditions.( At( low( deposition( energy( a( nanocrystalline( film( was(produced( with( an( increase( in( preferred( orientation( with( an( increase( in( both(applied( substrate( bias( and( substrate( temperature.( This( transition( to( more(ordered( structures( corresponded(with( an( increase( in( hardness,( but( had( lower(ductility.( Room( temperature(deposition( at( an( applied( substrate( bias( of( I200(V(resulted( in( films,( with( good( tribological( properties,( including( low( wear( and(reasonably(high(hardness.(These(films(may(be(suitable(for(application(as(part(of(functionally(graded(coatings(for(tribological(applications.(
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6.2 Further(work((The( findings( of( this( thesis( have( lead( to( a( number( of( further( questions( and( unlocked(several(areas(that(would(benefit(from(further(exploration.(Suggestions(for(further(work(are(as(follows:((
• Further(studies(on(reactive(nitrogen(deposition(from(a(HSS(cathode(in(an(FCVA(system(and(other(PVD(systems.(Fabricate(thin(films(at(various(overall(pressures(and( study( any(phase( transformation( from(BCC(Fe( to( FCC(Fe( that(may(occur( if(higher(nitrogen(content(is(achieved.((
• Studies( on( the( suitability( of( stainless( steel/nitrided( stainless( steel( as(components( of( functionally( graded( coatings( and/or( combinations( of( HSS( and(stainless(steel.((
• PostIannealing(studies(of(the(amorphous(phase(of(HSS.((
• Further( investigations(of(Ti(N)INi( thin( films(deposited( from(the(50:50(cathode(to( determine( complete( structureIzone( model( for( combinations( of( applied(substrate( bias( and( substrate( temperature,( possibly( at( different( nitrogen(pressures.((
• Variations(of(the(percentage(concentration(of(Ni(in(the(Ti:Ni(cathode.(Suggested(cathode(compositions(are(Ti70Ni30,(Ti80Ni20,(Ti90Ni10(and(Ti95Ni5.(Study(the(effect(of( changes( in( composition( on( microstructure,( surface( morphology,( stress,(hardness(and(ductility.(((
• Investigations( into( changes( in( microstructure( and( properties( of( TiNINi(nanocomposite(thin(films(when(a(secondary(nitride(forming(element((eg.(Cr)(or(nonInitride(forming(element((eg.(Cu)(is(added.((
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• Further(investigations(into(the(use(of(cold(spray(technology(in(fabricating(multi(element(cathode.(Studies(on(the(consistency(and(the(number(of(films(produced.(Exploration(of(other(combinations(of(materials.(((
